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Haddington/Cobbs Creek 2010 is the neighborhood strategic plan developed for these 
communities in West Philadelphia through the Haddington and Cobbs Creek Visioning Project.  
It is the culmination of a groundbreaking neighborhood planning process in which:
 

 Two organizations—AchieveAbility and The Partnership CDC—seeking individual  
planning grants, united to conduct a planning process on a larger scale.

 Two neighborhoods, historically and physically divided by the Market-Frankford 
Elevated Train Line (the “EL”), came together to work toward a brighter future.

 A historic level of community involvement was achieved, which began with the 
selection of the planning consultant and continued through a planning process in 
which the community truly developed the plan.

  An agreement to foster plan implementation—through a revitalized Haddington/
Cobbs Creek CDC—was reached to provide a means for this historic level of community 
involvement to continue as these neighborhoods work in partnership to achieve the 
vision developed through this process.  

Haddington is the area bounded by 52nd Street,  63rd Street, Girard Avenue and Market Street. 
Adjacent to it is Cobbs Creek, which is bounded  by 52nd Street, Cobbs Creek Parkway, Baltimore 
Avenue and Market Street. Together, these communities include 57,194 persons in 21,896 
households. The area is 96% Black. It is primarily a residential community, with a high degree 
of homeownership (65%) and excellent access to public transportation. Areas of commerce are 
concentrated on Market Street, 52nd Street and 60th Street. The area has a number of social service 
and recreation assets.  It is, however, confronted with a number of pressing issues:

 The area’s incomes are 35% lower than the city’s, with 27% living below the poverty 
level and only 51% of area workers employed full-time.

 While there is a high degree of homeownership, senior citizens own nearly half of these 
homes.

 Seventy percent of families with children are headed by single parents.
 Area residents die at a rate that is significantly higher than the national average, 

experience higher rates of disease and often seek care in the late stages of disease 
onset.

 Area children are failing in math and reading.
 Haddington/Cobbs Creek residents fail to fully harness the area’s economic potential, 

with an estimated $209 million in retail purchases leaving the area annually.

Haddington/Cobbs Creek’s 
Vision

Haddington/Cobbs Creek will be a safe, 
healthy, vibrant, technologically savvy and 
hopeful community, where:

 Success and our heritage are 
celebrated;

 Cultural diversity is embraced;
 Education is valued;
 Economic opportunities are created 

and 
 capitalized on;
 Collaboration and effective 

communication are fostered; and
 Everyone—young and old—can 

reach their potential.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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To realize the vision and address these existing trends, the community developed a $79 
million  investment plan comprised of a set of goals and tactics organized around four focus 
areas: children and families, economic development, affordable housing and counseling and 
neighborhood building.  For each focus area, immediate, intermediate and long-term tactics—
each with measurable outcomes—have been developed to contribute to vision achievement. 
The tactics reflect the plan’s overall strategy, which consists of the following elements:

 build on and increase the utilization of the community’s existing assets;
 employ a holistic and integrated approach to addressing the community’s 

various issues that integrates both people-based and place-based strategies; 
 organize efforts around the areas of children and families, economic development, 

affordable housing and housing counseling and neighborhood building;
 build the capacity of and improve the quality of life of current residents while  

attracting to the neighborhood others who can help improve the community’s 
quality of life;

 increase awareness of and tie community improvement efforts to opportunities 
in the immediate neighborhood, in the city, in the region, in the state, in the 
nation and in the world; and

 use the Haddington/Cobbs Creek Community Development Corporation 
(HCCCDC) to foster plan implementation and ensure accountability.

 
Importantly, these strategies and tactics were developed through an intensive and extensive 
community input process that included 20 meetings, three retreats, a neighborhood survey and 
participation at various points by at least 700 residents and stakeholders. The planning process 
began in April 2004 and concluded in May 2005, and was initiated and led by AchieveAbility 
and The Partnership CDC, facilitated by Baker and Company LLC, and funded by the Wachovia 
Regional Foundation. These goals and the tactics to achieve them are summarized below.   

Children and Families
In the community’s vision, Haddington/Cobbs Creek will be a neighborhood characterized 
by healthy, stable families. Realization of the vision will occur through the execution of ten 
initiatives that support and strengthen families, beginning with their development in pre-
school through their transition into older adulthood. 

Through the Families Count Campaign, we will promote and simplify access to area programs 
that can support and strengthen families in all of their shapes and sizes by developing a 
comprehensive resource directory and making it accessible via print, the Internet and a 
telephone hotline. To ensure that this marketing effort meets critical needs, we will supplement 
the existing array of services by developing programming to increase incomes and resources 
through the introduction of the Benefit Bank system—a proven vehicle for increasing access to 
benefits that often go unclaimed—and by developing programming to increase the involvement 
of fathers in the lives of their children by working with the Fatherhood Initiative. Notably, to 

Haddington/Cobbs Creek 2010 builds on the 
community’s assets, such as the energy and 
talents of children and families ready to seize 
the opportunities presented to them—and the 
neighborhood organizations that help them do so.
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further strengthen the community and to gain the benefits that can accrue from collaboration 
we will develop a Family Support Center to be located in either a newly constructed or existing 
school.   

Educated and well-developed children are critical to achieving the vision of the Haddington/
Cobbs Creek community.  Our goal is to enhance their development by using proven 
methodologies and programs that will help them to grow into healthy, well-rounded, self-
actualized and self-sufficient adults.  We will achieve this goal by establishing new access 
for preschool children through early childhood development centers such as Head Start, 
increasing educational alternatives by establishing a Haddington and Cobbs Creek Biomedical 
Technology Charter School for kindergarten through eighth grade, supporting school reform 
efforts, developing a Culture Bus and expanding on area programming through the expansion 
of youth development collaborations into Cobbs Creek.  

To become a healthy community, it is critical that awareness and access to health information 
and health facilities be increased. Despite the efforts of past health education initiatives, too 
many of our residents show up for treatment in the latter stages of disease onset, where costly 
interventions are required and the quality of life prognosis dims.  To improve health awareness 
and facilitate early intervention for diseases that are most prevalent among community 
residents, we will conduct a health education campaign that will use traditional and non-
traditional strategies such as: disseminating information in bars, barber shops, beauty salons, 
churches and other areas of congregation. This effort will be supplemented by a campaign 
to promote healthy eating that includes education and the development of urban farms that 
will provide entrepreneurial opportunities for youth and others. Access to health care will be 
increased through the creation of a wellness and primary care center in Haddington, thereby 
closing a gap in services in the planning area. 

The final element in our program for children and families is to ensure that our older residents 
continue their ability to participate in the life of the community.  We will achieve this goal 
by supporting the strong programming for senior citizens that already exists in the area and 
assisting its expansion to ensure service availability for the entire area.    

Economic Development 
There is a pressing need in Haddington/Cobbs Creek to increase the economic vitality of 
area residents. Our plan offers bold initiatives to increase area incomes through business 
development, career training and wealth creation.  While economic opportunity exists locally, 
over $209 million of retail expenditures annually leaves the community. Three commercial 
corridors (52nd Street, 60th Street and Market Street) offer opportunity to meet these needs. To 
capitalize on these conditions, we will grow and develop locally owned businesses by using 
proven vehicles, including the creation of the Haddington/Cobbs Creek Chamber of Commerce 
to serve as the focal point for the creation of a Small Business Support Center, the development 
of a comprehensive plan for Market Street, 52nd and 60th Street that integrates existing studies, 

Another community asset is the ambition and hard 
work of local entrepreneurs—and the community 
organizations that help them realize their dreams 
and add vigor to the 60th Street Commercial 
Corridor.
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the development of a full-service restaurant and the continued enhancement of the Haddington 
Progress Plaza, a strip mall that includes a bank, supermarket, health clinic, dollar store, fast 
food restaurant and car supplies store. Recognizing the long-term effort required to enact 
substantive change, we will organize the Haddington/Cobbs Creek Youth Entrepreneurship 
Collaborative aimed at creating a cadre of business persons for the future.

To empower our residents economically, it is important that they have promising career 
opportunities and learn how to create, build and sustain wealth. To begin this process, our 
strategy is to first promote financial literacy through local programming, including a community-
focused credit union. The Haddington/Cobbs Creek Economic Opportunity Center will be 
created as a longer-term project that will provide career training and job placement services. 
Programs will be tied in with regional economic opportunities so that local residents can benefit 
from the region’s economic drivers. The Haddington/Cobbs Creek Economic Opportunity 
Center will also house our Investor Circles Program, which will allow area residents to pool 
their money to participate in the financing of community development projects.

Affordable Housing and Housing Counseling
To further make Haddington/Cobbs Creek a neighborhood of choice and opportunity, we 
must develop our vacant parcels, maintain or enhance the existing housing stock, maintain or 
increase the current high level of homeownership, promote the transfer of real property from 
seniors to new residents and facilitate the development of mixed-income housing. To achieve 
results in this area, we will assemble parcels for mixed use development using resources such 
as the Neighborhood Transformation Initiative, support and promote existing programs – faith 
and community based – that focus on housing development and counseling activities, and create 
a Haddington/Cobbs Creek Housing Trust Fund.  To maintain and increase homeownership, 
we will initiate an effort to promote homeownership in the area to Greater Philadelphia area 
college graduates, implement a home repair program and conduct an annual housing fair to 
educate our residents about home purchase, home repairs, property transfer and legal remedies 
to be able to sustain homes during times of crises. 

Neighborhood Building 
The achievement of this bold plan for the future of Haddington/Cobbs Creek requires unity 
of purpose, a shared vision and an organized community that can advocate for and administer  
the execution of the Strategic Plan in a way that fosters collaboration and communication 
and achieves results. Recognizing the importance of this factor, the planning process was 
designed with this in mind. As a result of the process, the Haddington/Cobbs Creek CDC is 
being reconstituted and revitalized to take on the critical role of overseeing and monitoring the 
implementation of the Haddington/Cobbs Creek 2010 plan. Importantly, a number of initiatives 
have been developed to ensure that the community is empowered to be an effective advocating 
body. Foundational to the effort will be the execution of a program to increase the number of 
organized blocks in the area utilizing the existing resources of Philadelphia More Beautiful and 
the clustering concept of creating groups of 8 to 10 blocks to provide support to each other. 

It is my belief that each individual contributes 
what his pride and moral sense dictate, and 

that we receive what our ambitions and energy 
determine.

I                    recall relocating from Pittsburgh 
to Philadelphia more than 15 years 
ago and the consideration of which 
community in the city I would prefer 
to raise my children...There was no 

question: West Philadelphia. I consider myself 
a Philadelphian because I believe that wherever 
I live, I will attempt to do my best to work 
with my neighbors and the surrounding areas 
to make our community the best it can be. I 
choose to live in Cobbs Creek because of the 
diversity of the resident base. There is a 
wealth of knowledge from the elders of the 
community – which we should all treasure and 
value. There is a wealth of wonderment and 
refinement quality from individuals in my own 
age group. There is the wishful thought that 
our children and grandchildren who are age 21+ 
will return to this community and assist with its 
stabilization. And last but not at all the least...
there remains a constant, the astonishment 
of area youth, wanting to grow, learn and 
become nourished from this West Philadelphia 
environment.

I just love my West Philadelphia!

Derise Stovall, age 55
Cobbs Creek resident, chairperson of the 

Cobbs Creek Steering Committee

“
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Local leadership will be identified, developed and supported through an intentional effort that 
utilizes existing training programs or through a newly created leadership institute. Technology’s 
ability to empower and provide effective communications will be capitalized on through 
increasing utilization and access as we work to expand our wireless initiatives that include the 
establishment of e-commerce corridors, a cyber café and greater availability of computers at 
community technology centers or in residents’ homes. To distinguish the neighborhood and 
highlight its broad array of cultural institutions, we will initiate an area marketing campaign 
that includes a signature event that highlights the area’s assets and fosters unity.   Finally, 
an important and critical outcome of these unifying objectives will be an increased level of 
neighborhood anti-crime activities, working in conjunction with law enforcement. 

The details of our roadmap to a brighter future are provided in the sections that follow.  We 
stand ready and committed to do the work required to transform our community and achieve 
our vision. 

Lining up to sign on to the vision and the plan.

Where it all began—at the launch event for the 
Haddington/Cobbs Creek Visioning Project.

Affirming our community’s commitment, 

The Haddington Cobbs Creek Planning Team 
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The Haddington/Cobbs Creek Visioning 
Project was a community-driven strategic 
planning process with two main goals: (1) 
to develop a strategic neighborhood action 
plan with short-term win projects as well 
as projects requiring longer time frames, all 
focused on revitalizing these neighborhoods, 
and (2) to identify and develop leaders in 
the community and to engage, mobilize and 
organize community residents, merchants 
and stakeholders to develop that plan and 
lead its implementation. The Visioning 
Project is distinguished by an intensive and 

extensive community input process that 
included at least 40 community, steering 
committee and issue committee meetings, 
weekly organizers’ meetings, three retreats, 
a neighborhood survey and participation at 
various points by at least 700 residents and 
stakeholders. The planning process began in 
April 2004 and concluded in May 2005. The 
Haddington/Cobbs Creek Visioning Project 
was initiated and led by AchieveAbility and 
The Partnership CDC, two West Philadelphia 
nonprofit organizations, was facilitated by 
Baker and Company LLC, a local management 
consulting firm, and funded by the Wachovia 
Regional Foundation. 

Unique Aspects
This plan is unique in a number of ways, 
including the “joint venture” agreement 
reached by the sponsoring organizations, in 

which they agreed to 
merge their individual 
applications and work 
together for a larger 
good; and the willingness 
and commitment of 
AchieveAbility and 
The Partnership CDC 
to empower the 
community from the 
project’s onset by 
allowing them to choose 
the planning consultant,  
resulting in the 
selection of Baker and 
Company, LLC, whose 
proposal’s foundational 
underpinning was a 
process that was based 
on the belief that the 
community had the 
inherent ability to plan 

for its future. Importantly, this plan was 
developed on that foundation, resulting in 
a planning process in which the framework 
for the plan—its goals and tactics—were 
developed by the community itself!  

Planning Paradigm
To achieve this result, Baker and Company, 
LLC developed a planning paradigm in which 
the consultant and staff from AchieveAbility 
and The Partnership CDC educated, 
empowered and served the community 
planning group that periodically reported its 
work and progress through a series of public 
meetings. 

This planning paradigm called for the active 
participation of the Haddington and Cobbs 
Creek Steering Committees (which were 
composed of area residents and stakeholders)  
and representatives from the community-
based focus area teams (referred to as 
subcommittees during the process) that were 
organized around the focus areas of Children 
and Families, Affordable Housing, Economic 
Development and Neighborhood Building. 
The focus area teams were recruited from the 
public meetings held to introduce the planning 
process to the community. Each team met 
at least four times to prioritize the issues for 
each area and engage in planning charrettes 
to produce a set of potential tactics to address 
the conditions facing the community. The 
planning committee thus consisted of 30 
persons—the 8 chairs and co-chairs from 
the 4 subcommittees, 5 representatives from 
each neighborhood steering committee, 3 
stakeholders from each neighborhood and 6 
at-large representatives. 
 
Simultaneously, the support team conducted 
three community surveys. A Neighborhood 

1  
Introduction 
and Purpose 

At Our Lady of Victory Church—one of five public meetings for the 
Haddington/Cobbs Creek Visioning Project.
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Survey of 578 residents was completed by 
AchieveAbility and The Partnership CDC 
between May 2004 and January 2005. In August 
2004, AchieveAbility and The Partnership CDC 
interviewed 75 residents to assess consumer 
spending patterns. Baker and Company, LLC 
interviewed 68 business owners on the 4600 to 
6300 blocks of Market Street in February 2005. 

The team also met with several major 
stakeholders in the city, including the School 
District of Philadelphia regarding plans for the 
reconstitution of the Barry Elementary School 
and opportunities for development of Family 
Centers in area public schools; Mercy Hospital 
of Philadelphia regarding community health 
needs and Mercy Hospital programmatic 
responses; Spectrum Health Services Inc., a 
non-profit community health center, regarding 
community health needs and Spectrum’s 
programmatic responses as well as plans for 
institutional development; and the Philadelphia 
Commercial Development Corporation 
(PCDC) regarding plans for the Market Street 

e-commerce commercial corridor wireless 
network and potential for expansion to 
additional study area commercial corridors. 
The project also solicited and documented 
resident perceptions of community strengths 
and weaknesses and identified assets that 
could be leveraged to respond to problems. 

The Haddington/Cobbs Creek planning  
group met in three  facilitated retreats.   
During the first retreat, the planning 

group was trained on the planning process, 
reviewed the existing neighborhood conditions 
and developed the vision for the neighborhood. 
At the second retreat, the group prepared the 
plan’s goals and tactics guided by the vision 
and seeking to impact local conditions. In 
developing the goals and tactics, the planning 
group utilized the outcomes from the focus 
area  subcommittees, best practice research 
conducted by the consultant support team, 
findings from previous studies and reports and 
community assets to produce a plan for each 
area consisting of a mission, goals and a set of 
short-term and long-term tactics. These tactics 
were then integrated and narrowed down for 
the third retreat, in which the planning group 
reviewed and revised the plan, thereby agreeing 
on the framework upon which this plan was 
built.  In each case, work products were brought 
back to the community in a public meeting 
setting to gain its support and approval.   

Organization of the Plan Document
Following a description of the neighborhood, 
the baseline conditions that informed the 
planning process are discussed. The subplan 
for each focus area is then described, followed 
by an integrated presentation of the goals, 
tactics and outcome measures. To complete the 
presentation, the plan’s timeline and budget 
details are described in the last section.

Haddington/Cobbs Creek 
Visioning Project Statistics

 1  plan
 1  consultant
 1 planning grant funder
 2  sponsoring organizations
 3 retreats - visioning, planning, 

plan document preparation
 4 focus areas and 4 

subcommittees (one for 
each focus area)

 8 public meetings
 8 issue area planning sessions
 12 joint steering committee 

meetings
 24 Haddington or Cobbs 

Creek steering  committee 
meetings

 30  planning committee members
 68 business survey respondents
 75 shopping survey respondents
 578  general survey respondents
 700 Haddington/Cobbs 

Creek Visioning Project 
participants

and

tons of refreshments to fuel all that 
organizing, thinking 

and planning

A planning committee meeting in session.
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2
Neighborhood Description 

Geographic Location
Haddington is the area bounded by 52nd 
Street and 63rd Streets, Girard Avenue and 
Market Street. Adjacent to it is Cobbs Creek, 
which is bounded by 52nd Street, Cobbs Creek 
Parkway, Baltimore Avenue and Market 
Street. This is how the Philadelphia City 
Planning Commission defines it and how the 
community defines itself. Note, however, that 
the Cartographic Modeling Laboratory of the 
University of Pennsylvania, a primary source 
of mapping data, defines Haddington’s 
eastern boundary as 54th Street and that of 
Cobbs Creek as 48th Street. Haddington/
Cobbs Creek and its geogrraphic context are 
shown on the  left in figure 1.

Community Assets
Through the work and leadership of 
neighborhood residents, Haddington/
Cobbs Creek has benefited from a number 
of investments and projects, resulting in 
numerous community assets, including 
some of the city’s major churches, cultural 
institutions, recreation centers, community- 
based organizations and Cobbs Creek Park.  
The neighborhood has nearly 60 churches 
and faith-based institutions that serve the 
spiritual, psychosocial and physical needs 
of the community.  These institutions 
range from small storefront churches to 
major edifices with up to 2,000 members. 
Services provided range from community 
service/outreach centers, emergency food 
and clothing programs for low-income and 
homeless families, community technology 
centers to day care, after school, youth 
education, weekend and summer recreation 
and education programs. Several churches 
and faith-based organizations support 
community development organizations that 
have produced housing for senior citizens. 

Figure 1. Haddington/Cobbs Creek and surrounding neighborhoods, in the context of 
Philadelphia and the other counties in Pennsylvania and New Jersey that constitute the Greater 
Philadelphia region, 2000, Delaware Valley Planning Commission and the Cartographic 
Modeling Lab, University of Pennsylvania. 
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Figure 2. Community assets and population map, Haddington/Cobbs Creek and surroundings, 2000, 
Cartographic Modeling Lab, University of Pennsylvania.
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In addition to the efforts of faith-based 
organizations, local entrepreneurs manage 
17 after school programs and 34 day care 
programs.

Government services include the Delancey 
and Elmwood County Assistance Offices, 
an outreach office of the Mayor’s Office of 
Community Services, the Pennsylvania Board 
of Probation and Parole, the Philadelphia 
Police Patrol 18th and 19th Districts and 
the Philadelphia Fire Department. State 
Representatives Thomas W. Blackwell IV and 
Ronald G. Waters maintain offices located in 
the community, and State Representatives 
James R. Roebuck and Louse Williams Bishop 
have offices that are within 10 blocks of its 
boundaries. 

The area has also received a substantial 
investment of community development 
resources. As stated in the City’s Year 30 
Consolidated Plan, published by the Office 
of Housing and Community Development 
(OHCD), “After North Philadelphia, West 
Philadelphia has received the next greatest 
share of Community Development Block Grant 
resources for neighborhood planning, housing 
rehabilitation, new construction housing and 
economic development. The rehabilitation of 
row houses as single-family homeownership 
units, the creation of affordable rental units 
in multi-family developments and the 
rehabilitation of Philadelphia Public Housing 
Authority (PHA) scattered-site units have been 
priorities for OHCD in West Philadelphia over 
the years.”1

The area is served by the Haverford Library 
(open 24 hours per week) in Haddington and 
the Lucien E. Blackwell West Philadelphia 
Regional Library (open 48 hours per week) 

and the Blanche A. Nixon Branch Library 
(open 37 hours per week) in Cobbs Creek. 

Three major financial institutions maintain 
one or more branches in the community, 
including Advance Bank (formerly Berean 
Federal Savings Bank), Citizens Bank and 
PNC Bank. 

Historical and cultural resources include the 
Bushfire Theatre for the Performing Arts and 
the Philadelphia Beauty Showcase National 
Historic Museum in Cobbs Creek.

There are numerous human service  
organizations located in the  
community. Among them are 

AchieveAbility, the Haddington Community 
Health Project Collaborative, Independent 
Community Assistance Network, Mahlon 
M. Lewis Haddington Elderly Apartments 
Community Computer Center, Mt. Carmel 
Baptist Church Community Outreach 
Resource Center, St. Barnabas Mission of 
Episcopal Community Services, The Salvation 
Army of West Philadelphia Corps Community 
Center, To  Our Children’s Future with 
Health, Inc., Youth Development Initiative 
and Young Entrepreneurs of the Future. 
Active neighborhood organizations include 
the  Block Captains Coalition of Haddington, 
the Cobbs Creek Neighborhood Advisory 
Committee, the Haddington/Cobbs Creek 
Community Development Corporation, the 
West Philadelphia Business Association, the 
West Philadelphia Equal Partners in Change 
(EPIC) Stakeholders Group and the West 
Philadelphia Concerned Block Captains.

Medical service providers in the community 
include the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia 
Primary Care Center, Mercy Hospital of 

Churches, such as Saint Matthew AME Church, are 
among the pillars of the Haddington/Cobbs Creek 
community.

Opportunities abound in Haddington/Cobbs Creek. 
The closure of Barry School and its hundred year 
old building due to a fire is an opportunity to build 
a brand new school with excellent educational 
offerings.
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Philadelphia, Mercy Community Outreach 
Services, Mercy Health Associates Physicians 
Office, Mercy Pediatric and Adolescent 
Medical Center, Mercy West Philadelphia 
Women First, all in Cobbs Creek, and Penn 
Care Girard Family Practice and Spectrum 
Health Services Haddington Health Center in 
Haddington.

The community is served by several 
recreation and specialized education centers 
that serve children and families including 
Haddington’s Shepard Recreation Center 
and Police Athletic League. Cobbs Creek 
has the Morris Sayre Recreation Center, 
the Cobbs Creek Environmental Education 
Center, Cobbs Creek Recreation Center and 
the Laura A. Syms Skate House. The YMCA 
of West Philadelphia, which just completed a 
$5 million expansion, is just outside the Cobbs 
Creek’s northeastern boundary.

Services for senior citizens are provided  
 and coordinated by the Haddington  
Multi-Services for Older Adults, Inc. 

Senior housing and long-term care institutions 
include Booth Manor, Care Pavilion of Walnut 
Park, the Mahlon M. Lewis Residence, St. 
Matthew’s Manor, the Camphor-Brooks 
School Apartments and  Mount Carmel 
Gardens, all in Haddington, and the Holmes 
School Senior Complex in Cobbs Creek.

Youth education services are provided in 
Cobbs Creek by private schools such as the 
New African Academy of the Way and St. 
Cyprian Catholic School; by public elementary 
schools such as Ada B. Anderson, William C. 
Bryant, Andrew Hamilton, William F. Harrity, 
and Samuel B. Huey and middle schools such 
as William L. Sayre (currently being developed 
as a magnet school focusing on health careers) 

and John P. Turner. Haddington is served 
by Our Lady of the Rosary Catholic School 
and by public elementary schools such as 
Commodore John Barry (currently closed and 
under renovation) and Samuel Daroff. Our 
Lady of Victory Catholic School was closed 
by the Archdiocese of Philadelphia as of June 
2005. Our Lady of the Rosary school was 
renamed Blessed Sacrament and now serves 
the combined area.

Haddington/Cobbs Creek has several parks 
and community gardens ranging from small 
privately maintained pocket gardens, to 
formally landscaped gardens to Cobbs Creek 
Park and Malcolm X Park, used regularly for 
celebrations, events and recreation.

Haddington/Cobbs Creek is served by 
an excellent, albeit expensive, public 
transportation system. The Southeastern 
Pennsylvania Transportation Authority 
(SEPTA) has a number of bus lines traversing 

Public transit serves the area well. The community’s greatest asset is its people.
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the community. Its Market-Frankford elevated trains connect the area with the city, the rest 
of the metropolitan area and beyond through the nearby 30th Street Station and the nearby 
69th Street Station. The EL, now a hundred years old, is in the middle of reconstruction that is 
expected to be completed in 2008. While the reconstruction is resulting in hardship among local 
residents and businesses, the completion of the project will give the area a tremendous boost. 
Meanwhile, SEPTA is exerting efforts to mitigate the hardships brought on by the reconstruction 
project.

History of Haddington/Cobbs Creek
The neighborhood has a rich history. In the 1600s, the British and Welsh settlers arrived in the 
area known as West Philadelphia. At that time Leni Lenape Indians occupied the area. Earliest 
European settlers were engaged in agriculture, and later the operation of a mill on Cobbs Creek 
built in the early 1800s.  These uses gave way to rapid residential development and urbanization 
between 1910 and 1940 following the construction of the Market-Frankford EL.

The earliest West Philadelphia residences, close to the Schuylkill River, were developed as 
fashionable suburban residences for people of means wanting to escape the unhealthful 
conditions of industrialized Philadelphia. Later, residential development served middle class 
families. The construction of the EL, conveniently connecting West Philadelphia to Center 
City and beyond, stimulated housing development and the growth of Haddington/Cobbs 
Creek. By the time of World War II, Haddington/Cobbs Creek was substantially developed 
with row housing.2 African-Americans have been the predominant racial group in many West 
Philadelphia neighborhoods since the 1950s. The earliest African-American residents were 
middle class and professional families who moved to escape the racial and economic isolation of 
South Philadelphia and lower North Philadelphia. As these families moved in, earlier residents 
moved into the more northern sections of West Philadelphia, Overbrook and Wynnewood. 

Current residents remember a 
West Philadelphia with thriving 
commercial corridors, cultural and 
social venues, and community 
organizations. The area boasts of 
several major churches that have 
existed for decades and continue to 
be supported by influential members, 
many of whom no longer reside in 
the community.  

As part of the reconstruction of the 
Market-Frankford EL, train stations, 
such as 56th Street Station, are also 
being rebuilt or replaced.

Photo by Tom Gralish, 
Philadelphia Inquirer, May 1985

May 13, 1985 has been dubbed as the day that 
changed Philadelphia forever. On the evening of 
that day, in Cobbs Creek, police dropped bombs 
on MOVE’s headquarters at 6221 Osage Avenue. 
MOVE is a back-to-nature group that had been 
involved in the killing of a policeman and which 
was reported to have been fortifying the house, 
with its members brandishing weapons and 
having altercations with neighbors. The bombing 
started a fire that city officials allowed to burn 
and thus destroy an entire block. In the end, 61 
homes were gone. Eleven people, including five 
children, at the MOVE house, died.

The City of Philadelphia rebuilt the houses, 
but the new homes had structural problems. In 
2000, Mayor John Street offered $150,000 per 
home for residents to move out of their homes 
permanently. However, two dozen homeowners 
then sued the city on the grounds that Street 
broke the promise of his predecessors to repair 
their shoddy replacement homes. In April 2005, 
these homeowners won their lawsuit. As Gerald 
Renfrow, one of the homeowners put it, “We hope 
others will take notice: You can fight City Hall if 
you stand in unity.”

Philadelphia Inquirer, April 12, 2005

Recent History in Cobbs Creek
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Neighborhood Boundaries
The study area is comprised of the 
neighborhoods of Haddington and Cobbs 
Creek in West Philadelphia. It encompasses 
approximately 2.1 square miles, and is 
located in postal zip codes 19139 and 19143. 
It is bounded by Girard Avenue, 52nd 
Street, Baltimore Avenue and Cobbs Creek 
Parkway/63rd Street. The Haddington study 
area includes all of census tracts 94, 95, 96 
and  102 and parts of census tracts 93 (block 
groups 4, 5 and 6), 101 (block groups 3, 4, 
and 5) and 103 (block groups 1, 2, and 3). The 
Cobbs Creek study area includes all of census 
tracts 81, 82, 83.01, 83.02 and 84 and parts of 
census tracts 80 (block groups 3, 4, and 5) and 
85 (block groups 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8). 

Demographic Information
Population – Haddington/Cobbs Creek 
has 57,194 residents (including 35,838 in 
Cobbs Creek and 21,356 in Haddington), 
representing a 5% decline from the 1990 level, 
a loss consistent with the city’s population 
loss. At the same time, the MSA population 
increased by 5%.  The area includes 21,896 

This section of the strategic plan provides baseline data on the Haddington/Cobbs Creek 
community, the city of Philadelphia and the Philadelphia Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA). 
The sources of information include the 1990 and 2000 United States Census, the University 
of Pennsylvania Cartographic Modeling Lab, the Pennsylvania Department of Education, the 
Philadelphia Department of Public Health and retail market data prepared by Urban Partners 
as part of The Partnership CDC Development Strategy for the 60th Street Commercial Corridor 
project.  

3
Baseline Data

Describing Neighborhood 

Figure 3. Haddington/Cobbs Creek age and 
sex distribution, U.S. Census Bureau, Census 
2000 Summary File 3. 

households—13,985 family and 7,911 non-
family households. Forty-three percent of the 
total population is male and 57% female. The 
population is predominantly Black (96%) and 
less than 1% is of Hispanic origin. Eighteen 
percent of all residents are senior citizens.  
Nearly 60% of area homeowners have 
occupied their current homes for more than 
35 years.  

Seventy percent of families with children are 
headed by single parents, 60% by women and 
10% by men.

Income and Poverty – The 1999 median 
household income in Haddington/Cobbs 
Creek was $24,217, which is 35% lower than 
the city median and 49% lower than the MSA 
median. Median family income was $29,053, 
which is 22% lower than the city median and 
50% lower than the MSA median. Per capita 
income was 24% lower than the city per capita 
and 47%  lower than the MSA per capita.  More 
than 40% of area households had incomes less 
than $20,000. Nearly a third of area residents 
lived below the poverty level in 1999 and 

Figure 4. Poverty rates in Haddington/Cobbs 
Creek, 2000, Cartographic Modeling Lab, 
University of Pennsylvania.
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poverty was most severe among children and 
female-headed households.
 
Education – Of the 36,164 Haddington/
Cobbs Creek adults age 25 and over, 67% 
have, at most, graduated from high school, 
4% have associate’s degrees at most and 8% 
have bachelor’s degrees or higher. Among 
residents 16 to 19 years old, 9% are dropouts—
neither  enrolled in school nor graduated from 
high school. As show in the figure below, the 
percentage of adults with higher levels of 
education in Haddington/Cobbs Creek is 
significantly lower than that of the city and 
the MSA.

The majority of school age children in 
Haddington/Cobbs Creek fail to meet 
minimum state standards. For school year 
2003-2004, 60% of area elementary and middle 
school students failed to meet minimum 
standards on the Pennsylvania System of 
School Assessment (PSSA) annual achievement 
test; 80% of high school students failed to meet 
minimum state standards in math, and 70% 
failed to meet reading requirements.3

Employment – Unemployment rates (9% for 
males and 14% for females) in Haddington/
Cobbs Creek are slightly lower than the city 
rates. However, only half of residents hold 
full-time jobs. Area median earnings are 
$19,282, compared to $22,446 for the city and 
$37,288 for the MSA.  The percentage of area 
females who are employed is 40% higher 
than the percentage of area males who are 
employed. 

In terms of occupation, area male workers 
are concentrated in service occupations, 
with the greatest numbers working in the 
subcategories of building and grounds 
cleaning and maintenance operations, food 
preparation and service-related occupations. 
Female workers are concentrated in sales and 
office occupations.

In terms of the industries where they are 
employed, area male workers are concentrated 
in the education, health and social services 
industries, with the highest subcategory 
concentrations in arts, entertainment, 
recreation, accommodation and food services, 
followed by health care and social assistance. 
Female workers are concentrated in the 
education, health and social services industries, 
with the highest subcategory concentrations in 
health care and social assistance, followed by 

Figure 5. Educational attainment levels of adults age 25 and over, U.S. Census Bureau, 
Census 2000 Summary File 3.
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educational services. Many residents work in 
Philadelphia, but many others are employed 
in the suburbs. 

Transportation  – Haddington/Cobbs Creek 
is served by a network of bus lines and by 
the Market-Frankfod El. It is near 30th Street 
Station, which is a hub for regional rail lines  
and Amtrak trains. Its western boundary is 
six blocks away from 69th Street Station, a 
hub for buses and trains going to the western 
suburbs of Philadelphia and to Philadelphia 
International Airport.

Retail Trade Analysis – The Partnership 
CDC engaged Urban Partners to make 
recommendations for the development of 
the 60th Street Commercial Corridor.  As a 
part of this study completed in 2003, Urban 
Partners conducted a retail market analysis of 
the commercial corridor market area, which 
is  basically the same as this plan’s study area. 
Urban Partners identified 156 operating retail 
businesses occupying 196,500 square feet of 
store space on 60th Street, and 450 operating 
retail businesses occupying 589,700 square 
feet of store space in the larger retail trade 
area.  

“The 60th Street Commercial Corridor retail 
trading area has a population of 50,350…The 
2002 per capita income for the trade area 
(using 1999 census income data adjusted 
for inflation) is estimated at $13,441 and the 
total income for the area is approximately 
$677 million…Using information about the 
retail spending behavior of Philadelphia area 
residents, as compiled by Sales and Marketing 
Management, the trade area’s population 
is estimated to spend approximately $313 
million on retail goods annually. Of this 
amount, $156 million is spent on convenience 

goods, $152 million is spent on shopping and 
other retail goods, and $5 million is spent 
on personal services such as laundry, dry 
cleaning and hair care…In all, the 450 stores 
in the entire 60th Street Commercial Corridor 
retail trade area are capturing only 33% of 
purchases made by trade area residents.  As 
a result, over $209 million in retail purchases 
are leaving the area annually.”4

AchieveAbility and The Partnership CDC 
conducted 75 in person resident surveys 
to determine how often they shop in 
neighborhood businesses and what types of 
businesses they would like to see more of in the 
area. Generally, residents like the convenience 
of shopping in Haddington/Cobbs Creek 
but most often spend their consumer dollars 
elsewhere. Residents shop elsewhere due 
to their perception that Haddington/Cobbs 
Creek shopping venues have noncompetitive 
prices, unfriendly personnel, lack of cleanliness 
among individual stores, lack of variety in 
types of stores and services and inadequate 
safety and security. Area residents travel to 
shop in Center City, the City Avenue area, 
Plymouth Meeting, the 69th Street shopping 
district and Mt. Airy. They are attracted to 
these shopping areas by their wide variety of 
stores and services, competitive prices, safety/
security and cleanliness. The local businesses 
that attract most of the residents are food mini-
markets, video stores, food supermarket and 
bookstores. The types of businesses residents 
would like to see more of in the neighborhood 
are bakeries, bookstores, restaurants, law and 
accounting services, home repair, lawn and 
garden supplies stores and florists. 

Homeownership and Housing Vacancy – 
Haddington/Cobbs Creek has 25,447 housing 
units, of which 21,941 are occupied units. Its 

Faces of commerce in Haddington/Cobbs Creek: 
52nd Street (top) and Market Street (bottom).
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3,506 vacant units translate into a 14% vacancy 
rate. Haddington/Cobbs Creek boasts of a 
65% homeownership rate, one of the city’s 
highest minority community homeownership 
rates.  Most of the homes in the area are single 
family, two-story row homes.

Sixty percent of study area housing units 
were built in 1939 or earlier and 20% were 
built between 1940 and 1949. The area’s 
median residential sale price in 2002 was 
$25,235, representing an overall average 
increase of about 14% between 1997 and 
2002. This increase, however, was attributable 
to moderate to significant increases in just 
a few areas. Generally, median residential 
sale prices fell across Haddington/Cobbs 
Creek. The loss of residential inventory sales 
momentum, as measured by declining sales 
prices, was greatest south of Delancey Street 
from 52nd Street to 58th Street. Residential sales 
prices were highest in the southwest section 
of the study area along Cobbs Creek Parkway. 
In April 2004, Haddington/Cobbs Creek had 
648 vacant land parcels, with the highest 
concentration in Haddington.   

Senior citizens own nearly half (45%) of the 
area’s single family homes. These houses are 
expected to come onto the real estate market 
soon, and unless they are marketed to new 
owners, housing vacancy/abandonment 
rates will increase. Households in age cohorts 
appropriate to child rearing, 18 to 24 years 
and 25 to 34 years, are more frequently renters 
than homeowners, despite affordable housing 
prices in the Haddington/Cobbs Creek.

West Philadelphia has the city’s highest 
concentration of multi-family rental housing 
in the city. Haddington/Cobbs Creek alone 
includes 7,731 rental units. The Philadelphia 

Housing Authority owns and manages 245 
rental units in three family developments, 
Arch Homes at 56th and Arch Streets, 
Haddington Homes at 5520 Vine Street and 
Haverford Homes at 59th and Haverford  
Avenue. The authority owns and manages 
an additional 59 rental units in the Katie B. 
Jackson senior housing development at 400 N. 
50th Street, which is close to although outside 
Haddington/Cobbs Creek.  PHA also owns, 
manages or subsidizes scattered site and 
Section 8 rental subsidy-supported units in 
the area.

Housing Affordability – Industry experts 
recommend households should spend no 
more than 30% of household income for 
housing. Forty-six percent of area renters 
pay more than 30% of household income for 
rent, compared to 43% of city and 39% of 
MSA residents. These households will need 
significant support to become homeowners 
because after basic expenses, they have little 
or no money left to save toward the purchase 
of a home.

Public Safety – Haddington/Cobbs Creek 
is included in the Philadelphia Police 
Department’s 18th District (55th and Pine 
Streets, in Cobbs Creek) and 19th District (61st 
and Thompson Streets, just one block north of 
Haddington’s Girard Avenue boundary). 

Between 2001 and 2003, the 18th District (which 
includes Cobbs Creek)  reported an annual 
average of 15 murders and 49 rapes. Over the 
reporting period, there was a 68% increase in 
the murder rate. There was also a 3% average 
increase in reported rapes. The 19th District 
(which includes Haddington) reported an 
annual average of 37 murders and 66 rapes.  
Over the reporting period, there was a 28% 

Figure 6. Retail market types in Philadelphia, 
2003 (The Reinvesment Fund).

Figure 7. Percentage of owner-occupied 
homes headed by householders from different 
age groups, U.S. Census Bureau, 2000 Census, 
Summary File 3.
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increase in the reported murder rate. Reported 
rapes increased 3% over this period.

Reports of most crimes declined, including all 
thefts, auto thefts, burglaries and robberies. 
The crimes that increased were truancy, 
domestic abuse, aggravated assaults and, most 
dramatically, all narcotics arrests. Domestic 
abuse was the most frequently reported crime 
during the reporting period. Between 2001 and 
2003 the annual average number of reported 
incidents was 5,105—398% higher than the 
next most frequently reported crime. 

Health – Haddington/Cobbs Creek’s mortality 
rates and indicators of poor health in residents 
are significantly higher than those for the city, 
the MSA and the nation. Haddington/Cobbs 
Creek is included in Districts Three and Four 
of the Philadelphia Health Department. The 
health centers for Districts Three (43rd Street 
and Chester Avenue) and District Four (44th 
Street and Haverford Avenue) are both 
outside Haddington/Cobbs Creek. 

The age-adjusted male mortality rates are 
51% and 39% higher in these city health 
districts, respectively, than the national age-
adjusted male mortality rate. Age-adjusted 
female mortality rates are similarly 31% and 
22% higher for these districts. Consistent 
with national trends, heart disease, cancer 
and stroke were the leading causes of death. 
Philadelphians die at higher than national 
rates from these causes. Females also die from 
septicemia (blood poisoning) and HIV/AIDS 
and males died from accidents, septicemia, 
homicide, kidney disease and HIV/AIDS.5

The higher mortality rates in Haddington/
Cobbs Creek correspond with higher rates of 
health risk factors and poor health conditions 

Figure 8. Prevalence of poor health conditions and risk factors in zip codes 19139 and 19143, 
Philadelphia Health Management Corporation’s Community Health Data Base, 
2004 Southeastern Pennsylvania Household Health Survey.

among its residents. In zip codes 19139 and 
19143, which includes Haddington/Cobbs 
Creek, residents have higher rates of asthma, 
diabetes, high blood pressure, high cholesterol 
and obesity and have lower rates of health 
insurance coverage than do Philadelphia 
residents in general.6
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This section describes the strategies identified by the Haddington/Cobbs Creek community as 
the means to achieve its vision for a revitalized community. These strategies were developed 
through a planning process that considered potential programs/solutions, consultant-
identified best practices and existing community assets and approaches, with an eye toward 
the ability of the various initiatives to impact related trends and indicators and achieve the 
vision. The approaches developed were then presented to the larger community for feedback 
and acceptance. Additional work was then completed in which the strategies developed were 
integrated and refined. The integrated plan was then prepared, costs were estimated and the 
plan was presented to the community for their final approval.    

The resulting strategies are organized around the areas of children and families, economic 
development, affordable housing and housing counseling and neighborhood building. The 
details of the plan for each area are presented below, with each section providing a discussion of 
the overall goal, the major trends impacting the community, residents’ perceptions, community 
assets and the strategies for achieving the vision.      

4
Strategies for Achieving 

the Haddington/Cobbs Creek 2010 Vision

Safe, healthy and vibrant.

Technologically savvy; education is valued. Economic opportunity is capitalized on. Everyone, young and old,  can reach their potential.
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Ten major initiatives were developed to 
achieve the goal of having a neighborhood 
of healthy and stable families, based on 
consideration of the major trends, resident 
perceptions and community assets discussed 
below.  
 
Major Trends That Impact the Community
Philadelphia schools perform well below 
state levels on state standardized tests, and 
Haddington/Cobbs Creek schools perform 
below city levels in all grades and in comparison 
to schools in similar low income areas.

Public health problems occur more frequently 
and with greater severity in Philadelphia 
communities than in the nation as a whole. 
Philadelphia women die at a rate 20% 
higher and Philadelphia men die at a rate 
33% higher than the corresponding national 
rates. According to the Philadelphia Health 
Management Corporation health database, 
in the zip codes (19139, 19143)  covering 
Haddington/Cobbs, 35% of residents suffer 
from obesity (Philadelphia: 26%), 33% from 
high blood pressure (Philadelphia: 30%) and 
27% from high cholesterol (Philadelphia: 
23%).7 Among Philadelphia high school 
students, 16% are overweight—a rate higher 
than those in Chicago and New York.  

Federal and state welfare reform measures 
continue to have an effect on low-income 
communities as more residents lose benefits 
because they exceed their lifetime benefit 
limit or fail to meet work requirements. As 
more former public assistance recipients 
lose Medical Assistance/Medicaid, public 
and private health care providers are 
seeing dramatic increases in the number of 

patients who do not have any kind of health 
insurance.

Between 2001 and 2003, domestic abuse was 
the most frequently reported crime in the 
police districts that include Haddington/
Cobbs Creek.  The annual average number 
of reported incidents was 5,105—nearly four 
times higher than the next most frequently 
reported crime. There were increases in 
reported cases of truancy, domestic abuse, 
aggravated assaults and, most dramatically, 
all narcotics offenses.

Single parents head 70% of Haddington/
Cobbs Creek families with children, as 
compared to 51% of city and 27% of MSA 
families. The Haddington/Cobbs Creek 
median family income is $29,053, which is 
22% lower than the city median ($37,036) and 
50% lower than the MSA median ($58,395). 
Among area families with children, one-third 
(2,550 families) live below the poverty level. 
Family poverty is most severe among female-
headed households. Children constitute 
the age cohort with the highest incidence of 
poverty in the area—37% (5,800 children) of 
Haddington/Cobbs Creek children live in 
poverty, a higher rate than that for the city 
(32%) and for the MSA (15%). 

Resident Perceptions
Sixty-four percent of respondents to the 
Haddington/Cobbs Creek Visioning Project 
Neighborhood Survey want to pursue additional 
education, with the greatest number wanting to 
earn a bachelor’s degree, and the rest aspiring to 
pursue associate’s degrees, vocational training 
certificates and GEDs. Major barriers to further 
education, in decreasing order of importance 
ascribed to them by residents, are finances, 
childcare, transportation and location of jobs. 

Children and Families

 Median family income: 
  $29,053 (Haddington/Cobbs Creek)
  $37,036 (Philadelphia)
  $58,395 (Philadelphia MSA)
 70% of Haddington/Cobbs Creek 

households with children are headed 
by single parents.

 Female-headed households have the 
highest incidence of poverty.

 An increasing number of families are 
without health insurance.

 Domestic abuse is the most frequently 
reported crime in Haddington/Cobbs 
Creek.
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The respondents also indicated they would 
like to see in Haddington/Cobbs Creek several 
new or expanded youth programs,  such as arts 
and crafts, after school programs, music/band, 
mentoring, employment, summer programs, 
dance and Saturday programs.  

Community Assets Related to 
Children and Families
The Haddington/Cobbs Creek community 
is served by several public, private and 
community-based institutions that support 
the development of children, families 
and individuals at different stages of life. 
Implementation of the goals and objectives of 
this strategic plan will enhance existing assets 
and fill gaps in services.

Health – Mercy Hospital of Philadelphia, 
located in Cobbs Creek, provides in-
patient and emergency medical services. 
Its community outreach department 
provides health screenings and educational 
programming for adults and children in West 
and Southwest Philadelphia. Its Outpatient 
Diabetes Education Program is a 12-hour 
program that includes general education 
on diabetes, meal planning, exercise, 
medications, monitoring, complications and 
coping strategies.  Patients are contacted at 3 
and 12 month intervals after completing the 
program. Mercy Hospital operates a number 
of additional specialty medical service and 
outreach centers throughout the community. 
Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia runs a 
primary care facility in Cobbs Creek. Not 
far from Haddington/Cobbs Creek are the 
Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania, 
Veteran’s Hospital and the Presbyterian 
Medical Center, all located in University 
City. Spectrum Health Services, Inc. is a non-
profit community health center that provides 

primary health care, health education and 
outreach services. It is currently housed in 
the Haddington Progress Plaza (56th and Vine 
Streets) and is planning program expansion 
and relocation so as to better meet community 
health needs. Philadelphia’s Health 
Department operates two health centers that 
serve Haddington/Cobbs Creek but which 
are located outside the area. Haddington is 
served by District Four (with its center at 44th 
Street and Haverford Avenue) and Cobbs 
Creek is served by District Three (with its 
center at 43rd Street and Chester Avenue). 
 
Youth Education – The School District of 
Philadelphia operates 10 elementary schools 
and one middle school in Haddington/Cobbs 
Creek.  The Sayre School, most recently a 
middle school, is being converted to a senior 
high school serving grades 10 through 12. The 
school curriculum will establish academic 
achievement standards comparable to Central 
High School. Academic restructuring will be 
accompanied by a 3-year facility improvement 
program scheduled to begin in the summer 
of 2005.  The University of Pennsylvania has 
partnered in the school’s reconstitution and 
will establish a health services center, where  
students will be trained in biomedical skills, 
including hands-on training.

Youth Services – There are a number of youth 
programs in the community. The Haddington 
Youth Development Initiative, run by To 
Our Children’s Future With Health,  is a 
collaboration of 60 organizations that provide 
youth programs in  areas such as mentoring, 
after school enrichment, cultural awareness, 
performing and visual arts,  athletics, truancy 
prevention,  abstinence, youth leadership 
awareness and youth employment. Also 
serving  youth are ICAN, Young  Entrepreneurs 

Spectrum Health Services, Inc., a healthcare provider 
in Haddington, emphasizes health promotion and 
disease prevention. It ensures continuity of care 
through referrals to nearby hospitals, such as Mercy 
Hospital of Philadelphia in Cobbs Creek. 

Mount Carmel Baptist Church’s music program 
complements its academic after school program.
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of the Future, Neighborhood Bike Works and 
the Police Athletic League.

Youth Cultural After School Program – The 
Mt. Carmel Baptist Church in Haddington 
sponsors an after school program that supports 
a 150-member youth orchestra. The orchestra 
is gaining renown and has already played at 
the White House.
 
Services for Older Adults – The Philadelphia 
Corporation for Aging supports Haddington 
Multi-Services for Older Adults, a nonprofit 
that benefits elderly and vulnerable adult 
populations in West Philadelphia through 
its quality and effective in-home community 
and center services in the areas of education, 
recreation, nutrition, health screening and 
referral and case management. 

Public Safety – Haddington/Cobbs Creek, 
located in the Philadelphia Police Department’s 
18th and 19th Districts, benefits from police 
programs such as the Police Athletic League 
and Weed and Seed, a federally sponsored 
program that aims to reduce (“weed”) crime 
and provide (“seed”)  the community with 
needed human services. A few pockets in the 
community have established Town Watch 
committees.

Family Services – AchieveAbility helps low-
income, single parent and formerly homeless 
families achieve sustainable self-sufficiency 
by providing them with comprehensive 
and integrated educational supports, social 
services and quality, affordable housing.  
Services include: academic skills assessments; 
tutoring; education, employment and career 
assessments, placement and counseling; 
educational financing; employment 
opportunities for clients; leadership 

development activities; computer skills 
assessments; a computer center and wireless 
neighborhood computer network; case 
management; psychological counseling; 
drug and alcohol counseling; life skills 
workshops; transportation and child care 
subsidies; individual development accounts; 
recreational and cultural family activities; 
youth activities; developmental assessments 
for children; housing development and 
property management; homeownership 
education, counseling and assistance; homes 
for sale and real estate services. AchieveAbility 
serves entire families, with education as the 
key strategy for helping families break the 
cycle of poverty.

Strategies for Children and Families
To build healthy and stable families, the 
community proposed the implementation of 
ten innovative responses presented below 
and identified as CF1 through CF10. The 
different initiatives listed below will also be 
used as venues for promoting and supporting 
education and educational pursuits.

The cost for each project appears in the last 
section, Timeline and Costs for Achieving the 
Vision of Haddington/Cobbs Creek 2010.

CF1. Families Count Campaign Organize 
and implement a Families Count Campaign 
that includes the following components:

CF1.1. Promote and simplify  access to 
area programs that support families, 
both single-parent and two-parent 
households, through the development 
of a comprehensive resource directory 
that includes all area services such as 
those for youth, health, education, 
employment and safety. 

Education is key to helping families become self-
sufficient and improve the quality of their lives.
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CF1.2. Identify service provider capacity 
to respond to telephone calls for help, 
and eventually, post information on a 
searchable web site.

CF1.3. Connect with the Fatherhood 
Initiative for local programming.  

CF1.4. Recognize and support non-
traditional families.

CF1.5. Wrap services around the child.

CF2. Benefit Banks Establish Benefit Banks 
throughout the area, such as at churches 
and social service offices. The Benefit Bank 
is an Internet-based, counselor-assisted 
program that helps low- and moderate-
income individuals and families maximize tax 
refunds, qualify and apply for public benefits 
and register to vote. 

CF3. Family Support Center In partnership 
with the School District of Philadelphia, 
develop a comprehensive family support 
center located in a newly constructed public 
school or in existing schools as space and 
funding become available and as determined 
by need.

CF4. Early Childhood Development Centers 
Pursue the development of safe, affordable, 
education-oriented early childhood 
development centers, such as Head Start.  

CF5. Haddington/Cobbs Creek Biomedical 
Technology Public Charter School Develop 
a kindergarten through ninth grade public 
charter school with a science, math, medical,  
biotechnology and public service curriculum 
focus. This will ensure that children in the 
area are poised to be active and successful 

participants in the regional and national 
economy and in future careers.

CF6. Culture Bus Develop an integrated 
program to allow young people to experience, 
learn from and appreciate cultural assets in 
Philadelphia and beyond. Solicit donations, 
free tickets,  reduced fee passes and 
contributions toward transportation to these 
venues.

CF7. Expanded Collaborative Youth 
Programs Foster the collaboration of various 
youth programs to expand services in Cobbs 
Creek. One such existing program is the Youth 
Development Initiative in Haddington.

CF8. Primary Health Care and Wellness 
Facility in Haddington Create a wellness 
center and expanded primary health care 
facility in Haddington.

CF9. Non-Traditional Community Health 
Education Program Implement non-
traditional community health education 
strategies through the introduction and 
replication of the Mayor’s Family Fitness 
Challenge; conducting health education in 
unconventional settings such as barbershops, 
beauty shops and bars; and teaching residents 
how to raise, prepare healthy meals with and 
distribute for sale locally grown fruits and 
vegetables.

CF10. Services for Seniors Support the 
expansion of the Haddington Multi-Services 
for Older Adults, especially in the area of 
home health care.

Our goal: help everyone to be the best that they 
can be, for their own benefit and for the good of 
society.
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Love and beauty are the essence of my recollection of Haddington/Cobbs Creek. Love, beauty and opportunity are at the core of 
my vision for Haddington/Cobbs Creek. I was born and raised in Haddington and have lived and worked in Haddington/Cobbs Creek 
for over half a century now. Lovely people and beautiful experiences marked my childhood. My mom was our block captain, and 
she and our neighbors were very active in beautifying our block. We painted the curbs. Sweeping was an integral part of our 
everyday life. Everyone put up lights at holiday time. For shopping, we all went to 52nd Street, where we could buy anything 

we needed or wanted. It was not just the physical beauty of the block that people were concerned with. Our block also had a beautiful 
spirit. Neighbors taught the kids practical skills such as cooking and sewing, and the men taught all the older kids how to fix cars. Our 
block organized not just block parties but also park outings. The adults were good role models for the children. Living next door to 
professionals and merchants gave us kids knowledge about both the diverse professions we might consider for when we grew up and the 
strong work ethic that is needed to succeed no matter what the field. All the kids had regular tasks and assigned chores. The community 
was predominantly black, but we appreciated diversity as we interacted with our Irish and Jewish neighbors. We were poor, but we did 
not know it because we were rich in love.

Fast forward to the 1970s – this was time of great upheaval. People with difficult backgrounds started moving into the community, 
and the community’s residents, those who could, moved elsewhere. The community has continued its decline, and an experience seven 
years ago painfully brought home this reality to me. At that time, thinking that a neighborhood leader such as myself would be able to 
help them, fifteen young men came to me. “We are ready to come off the streets. Could you direct us where to seek help? We want 
to replace our ‘income’ with money earned through more honorable means,” they said. The young men were drug users and drug dealers 
wanting to turn their lives around. Sadly, there was no help available for them. Today, out of the fifteen, five are dead, seven are in jail 
and the rest are still out there.

We cannot turn back the hands of time, but I would like to see our community be able to seize the moment and give opportunities for 
people in need and for people seeking to improve themselves. I want us to be able to say, “We the community will take you from where 
you are in life to where you want to be in life – and all that you want can be found here in Haddington/Cobbs Creek.” The blight we see 
can be the building blocks of progress. For example, the building on 52nd Street where the Philadelphia Beauty Showcase National Museum is 
today had been vacant for twelve years until my husband and I and concerned residents spent three months just hauling out trash from there. In three 
years, with no external funds or outside help, we were able to transform the eyesore into the museum that we have today. The building is a witness not just 
to the history of the beauty industry but also to the power of committed, can-do citizens. The museum is a destination not just for tourists but also for 
people in the community who avail of its various human service and educational programs.

My vision for Haddington/Cobbs Creek is one of love, beauty and opportunity: a community where love impels us to respect each other and work together 
to improve each other’s lives; a beautiful and clean community where my children and the children of my friends from long ago will choose to live in again; a 
community of opportunity where my grandchildren and other young people enjoy safe streets in which to play and a high quality education that will help them 
achieve happiness, prosperity and the wherewithal to go beyond mere survival to service of others. I want there to be an enormous waiting list of people 
clamoring to move in to Haddington/Cobbs Creek. We can do it.

Shirley Randleman, age 58
Born and raised in Haddington, Cobbs Creek business and community leader and resident

R e c o l l e c t i o n s  a n d  R e fl e c t i o n s”
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Ten major initiatives were developed to 
achieve the goal of increasing the economic 
vitality of Haddington/Cobbs Creek and its 
residents and creating economic opportunities 
that can be capitalized on. The development 
of these initiatives was based on consideration 
of the major trends, resident perceptions and 
community assets presented below.    

Major Trends That Impact the Community
“As a result of concentration, neighborhoods 
like South Shore in Chicago have more 
spending power per acre than even the 
wealthiest suburbs…Estimates of market 
potential based on reported income 
dramatically underestimate inner city market 
potential…[Households] with reported 
incomes under $30,000 annually make almost 
one-third of all consumer expenditures in the 
United States.  This amounts to $920 billion 
annually…”8 

Urban households have an aggregate annual 
purchasing power of $85 billion. Cities present 
diverse retail location opportunities ranging 
from the traditional downtown, “second 
downtown” commercial/retail centers, large-
scale regional centers and neighborhood 
commercial corridors. Yet most urban 
communities have unmet retail shopping and 
service needs. Many residents regularly travel 
long distances to purchase quality goods at 
competitive prices and spend virtually all 
of their consumer dollars outside of their 
community. Urban markets are diverse in 
terms of race, income, education and ethnicity.  
African-American, Latino and Asian 
consumers predominate. Urban households 
generally have lower household incomes than 
their suburban counterparts. However, the 

higher number of households per square mile 
offers retailers equal or greater sales potential. 
In addition, urban households spend a higher 
proportion of household income on consumer 
goods and more on brand name items. 

Between 1993 and 2003 Philadelphia 
experienced a net loss of 10,000 jobs, a 
decrease of 1.5%, even as its metropolitan 
statistical area (MSA) experienced a 12.5% 
increase.9 Job losses in manufacturing have 
continued unabated over the period as these 
businesses lost market position to Sun Belt 
and foreign manufacturers, including those 
owned by American firms. Employment in 
wholesale and retail trade declined 18.3% in 
Philadelphia while increasing 11% across the 
MSA. The city’s largest gains were in leisure 
and hospitality (20.7%) and construction and 
mining (19%), largely attributable to targeted 
development of visitor and tourism-related 
projects and big box retail construction. The 
service sector provides the greatest share of 
Philadelphia jobs (299,200 or 13.7%). Experts 
project this trend will continue.10 

Philadelphia’s manufacturing-based economy 
has been replaced by a service-based economy.  
Earlier Philadelphia generations could rely 
on getting a good job (with or without a high 
school degree) at the neighborhood factory, 
keeping that job until retirement age and 
receiving a pension. None of those assumptions 
hold true today. The best jobs with the highest 
paying wages are available to technologically 
competent workers with at least an associate’s 
degree. As a region, Greater Philadelphia 
ranks third in a national study measuring the 
strength and economic impact of its life sciences 
industries.11 Eight of the largest pharmaceutical 
companies in the world have operations in the 
metropolitan area.

Economic Development

Haddington/Cobbs Creek residents must be equipped 
with the appropriate skills, education and ethos to 
participate fully in the local, regional, national and 
global economies.

Area entrepreneurs provide a warm and friendly 
shopping experience to customers.
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“The City’s loss of population, households 
and jobs has resulted in limited growth in 
the amount of money available to spend 
on consumer-oriented goods and services.  
Between 1980 and 2000, on a net basis, 
Philadelphia lost 10 percent of its population, 
5 percent of its households and 9 percent of 
its full and part-time jobs. Within this same 
period, the real (inflation-adjusted) average 
incomes of City households increased by only 
11 percent… While overall demand for basic 
goods and services remained flat in the City 
between 1980 and 2000, demand exploded in 
the rest of the Philadelphia region (MSA) as 
suburban counties increased in population by 
16 percent, households by 27 percent, jobs by 
48 percent, and average household income by 
30 percent.”12 
  
Resident Perceptions
In terms of shopping areas, Haddington/
Cobbs Creek residents appreciate variety, low 
prices, cleanliness and safety. They cited lack 
of cleanliness and lack of parking as the main 
problems in the area’s commercial districts, 
with availability of public transportation as 
their most attractive feature. They also like 
the area’s food markets, video stores and 
bookstores (the area has a few small religious 
and ethnocentric bookstores). Residents 
would like to see more bakeries, bookstores, 
restaurants, law and accounting services, 
home repair, lawn and garden supply stores 
and florists in the area. They expressed interest 
in education, administrative and technology 
jobs. They also expressed a desire for an 
employment service in the community.

Community Assets Related to 
Economic Development
The Haddington/Cobbs Creek community 
is served by several public, private and 

community-based institutions that support the 
enhancement of the neighborhood’s economic 
development, entrepreneurial development 
and retail service needs.  Implementation of 
the goals and objectives of this strategic plan 
will enhance existing assets and implement 
new programs to fill gaps in services.

Site Assembly – The Neighborhood 
Transformation Initiative views establishment 
or revitalization of neighborhood commercial, 
industrial and institutional resources as 
critical to community revitalization.  To that 
end, NTI resources are available to assist in 
land acquisition, demolition and site assembly 
for neighborhood commercial development.  
NTI is supporting The Partnership CDC and 
the 60th Street Merchants Association in the 
60th Street Commercial Corridor development 
strategy.

Commercial Corridor Support – The 
Philadelphia Commercial Development 
Corporation (PCDC) provides ongoing 
financial, organizational and resource 
development services to commercial 
corridors throughout the community. PCDC 
supports a corridor manager for the 60th Street 
Commercial Corridor project. The Partnership 
CDC has a full-time manager for the 60th Street 
Commercial Corridor.

Financial Services/Community Credit Union 
A number of area churches have credit unions 
for their members. Sharon Baptist Church 
started operation of The New Life Credit 
Union (NLCU) in September 2003. This faith-
based initiative is a community development 
credit union that serves most of West 
Philadelphia and is committed to providing 
financial education and competitive banking 
services in the community.  

 450 retail businesses in the community.
 $313 million in annual retail spending.
 $209 million in annual retail dollars 

spent outside the neighborhood.
 Eight bus lines, the Market-Frankford 

El and a trolley line traverse the 
neighborhood.

 Philadelphia International Airport is 
five miles from the neighborhood’s 
southwestern boundary; the 30th Street 
Amtrak and regional rail station and  
the 69th Street suburban bus and rail 
terminal are both less than three miles 
away.
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the 5400-5500 blocks of Chester Avenue. It will 
assist in the resolution of concerns with the 
delivery of efficient and effective city services 
in conjunction with the Mayor’s Business 
Action Team (MBAT) of the Philadelphia 
Department of Commerce. The organization 
created and maintains the Mercy Special 
Services District (MSSD) to clean and maintain 
public spaces centered around the 52nd Street 
and 60th Street commercial corridors. 

Strategies for Economic Development
To create economic opportunities that can 
be capitalized on, the community proposed 
the implementation of ten bold responses 
presented below and identified as ED1 
through ED10.  The cost for each appears in 
the section, Timeline and Costs for Achieving 
the Vision of Haddington/Cobbs Creek 
2010. The economic development focus area 
includes elements concerning employment 
and training and business development. 

ED1. Haddington/Cobbs Creek Chamber 
of Commerce Establish the Haddington/
Cobbs Creek Chamber of Commerce. The 
chamber will support neighborhood business 
shopping campaigns, advocate for efficient 
delivery of public services and for regulatory 
and legislative change, provide access to 
affordable employee benefit packages and 
assist in attracting new businesses to the 
neighborhood.

ED2. 60th Street Commercial Corridor 
Continue support for and development 
of the 60th Street Commercial Corridor, 
including acquisition and rehabilitation of 
vacant buildings and parcels,  streetscape 
improvements, marketing, parking, business 
development,  and creation of a wireless e-
commerce corridor. 

Youth Entrepreneurship – The area has 
organizations that work to challenge youth  
to develop the vision and skills to become 
business owners. These organizations include  
the Young Entrepreneurs for the Future and 
the Young Adult Black Business Association. 
Just outside Haddington/Cobbs Creek is 
The Enterprise Center, which offers the 
YES (Youth + Entrepreneurship = Success) 
Program, an award-winning, globally 
influential program that prepares youth for 
success in the business world by providing 
a professional and nurturing environment to 
explore entrepreneurship and to start and run 
businesses. 

Business Incubators/ Small Business Support 
Centers – West Philadelphia is currently 
served by two business incubators —The 
Enterprise Center, at 45th and Market Streets, 
and the Philadelphia Business and Technology 
Center, at 50th Street and Parkside Avenue, 
both of which are not far from Haddington/
Cobbs Creek. The Partnership CDC is planning 
the development of a small business support 
center that will provide technical and/or 
loan packaging assistance services to retail 
firms interested in start-up or expansion and 
which provide goods or services to low- and 
moderate-income neighborhoods.  An initial 
fund commitment for this project has been 
made by the Philadelphia Office of Housing 
and Community Development.  

Commercial Corridor Improvements – The 
Partnership CDC is working on a $30 million 
dollar capital and retail development project 
on the 60th Street commercial corridor. The 
target area will incorporate the Market Street 
core from 40th to 60th Streets. Special attention 
will be targeted to development opportunities 
at 100 North 52nd to 400 South 52nd Streets and 

The 60th Street Commercial Corridor consists of 
11 blocks, from Arch Street to Catharine Street on 
60th Street and from 59th Street to 61st Street on 
Market Street.
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ED8. Haddington/Cobbs Creek Economic 
Opportunity Center Establish the 
Haddington/Cobbs Creek Economic 
Opportunity Center, which will provide 
employment training, job placement, career 
planning and counseling and intensive 
support to dislocated and underemployed 
workers and remedial supports to unemployed 
workers with barriers to work, such as lack of 
a driver’s license, criminal background, lack 
of a permanent address and lack of job search 
skills. Efforts will be made to help residents 
expand their range of choices in terms of 
careers and jobs and to help them develop 
the necessary skill sets so as to be able to 
participate more fully in the local and regional 
economies. 

ED9. Community Financial Education and 
Credit Union Establish a local financial 
services office to serve residents who are 
not able to avail of services offered by banks 
so that they will not have to resort to using 
check-cashing places that charge high service 
fees and high interest rates. Provide financial 
education at various levels, from beginner 
topics such as budgeting, to intermediate 
topics such as credit repait, to advanced 
topics such as stocks, bonds and investing. 
Encourage a credit union, such as the New 
Life Credit Union (NLCU) developed by the 
Sharon Baptist Church, to establish a site in 
Haddington/Cobbs Creek.

ED10. Community Investor Circles Assist 
in the development of “community investor 
circles” that will allow area residents to pool 
their resources and participate in the financing 
of community development projects in the area. 
As part of this effort, develop new businesses 
that will distribute profits to development 
costs of community development projects.

ED3. Haddington/Cobbs Creek Small 
Business Support Center Establish a small 
business support center on the 52nd or 60th 
Street commercial corridors as a joint venture 
between the Haddington/Cobbs Creek 
Chamber of Commerce and the Philadelphia 
Commercial Development Corporation. 
Special emphasis will be given to building the 
capacity of local contractors so that they can 
avail themselves of burgeoning opportunities 
not only in the proposed building projects 
in Haddington/Cobbs Creek but also in the 
proposed investments in school construction 
and residential and commercial real estate 
developments in the city and in the region.

ED4. Comprehensive Commercial Corridors 
Development Plan Develop an iintegrated  
economic development plan for the Market 
Street, 52nd Street and 60th Street commercial 
corridors. The plan should emphasize local 
resident participation, support from the small 
business support center and collaboration 
with other resources, such as The Enterprise 
Center.

ED5. Upgrades to the Haddington Progress 
Plaza Shopping Center Support the 
Haddington Progress Plaza Shopping Center’s 
plans for facade improvement, construction of 
a courtyard and addition of a second floor. The 
Haddington Progress Plaza was developed by 
Reverend Leon H. Sullivan and his church.

ED6. Youth Entrepreneurship Collaborative 
Organize a collaborative  among organizations 
in the community that support youth 
entrepreneurship, finance and economics 
education. 

ED7. Full Service Sit-Down Restaurant 
Develop such a restaurant in the community.

Financial education includes teaching children, 
along with their parents, the ABCs of money.

The reconstruction of the almost century old 
Market-Frankford elevated commuter rail line 
has been causing difficulties, but its completion 
promises to be a boon to the area.
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My childhood was spent in the Haddington community. My education was obtained from the 
Hoffman and Brooks Elementary Schools, Shoemaker Junior High and Overbrook High. Our 
summers were spent at the playground, still located at 57th & Vine Streets. Of course, we 
only had swings, the maypole and a baseball diamond to give us pleasure. Also, the girls were 
taught how to tap dance, which lead to the citywide competition at the end of the summer. 

Our swimming hole was located in the 5700 block of Summer Street, which was old and in need of repairs, 
but did we have fun! Tiger Woods move over! I learned how to play golf at the Fairview Golf Club, on Vine 
Street, near 57th Street.

Do you remember the Capital Theatre, 52nd & Thompson, and the Nixon, 52nd near Ludlow? What about the 
post office on 60th Street, just north of Market, and Hoggard Jewelers, which sold watches exclusively? 
And remember the Mellon Bank and Zakian Brothers Pharmacy, 60th & Ludlow!  Dont forget Rices Cards and 
Gifts Shop, in the unit block of South 60th Street, It is still there!  Oh, and Berean Federal Savings Bank 
(now Advance Bank), 5228 Chestnut, also PSFS, on 52nd Street. Woolworth, on 52nd and 60th Streets, Penn 
Beef, on Market, near 60th. There is so much more to remember and Im sure you can think of more, such as 
your doctor, dentist, barber, hairdresser, cleaners, shoe repairman, etc., which made for a community that 
had everything we needed.  Shopping downtown was rare and often not welcomed.

We raised our children in a Cobbs Creek home that will be 100 years old this year, and we look forward to 
continue working with our neighbors in Haddington/Cobbs Creek to make the next 100 years even better. 
After all, we faced serious challenges in the past, and also, now, and will no doubt in the future, but 
nevertheless, we will overcome!”

Grace M. Lindsay, senior citizen
Community activist, long-time Haddington/Cobbs Creek resident

R e c o l l e c t i o n s  a n d  R e fl e c t i o n s“
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Seven major initiatives were developed to 
achieve the goal of making Haddington/Cobbs 
Creek a neighborhood of choice, based on 
consideration of the major trends, resident 
perceptions and community assets discussed 
below.

Major Trends That Impact the Community
Thirty-two percent of Haddington/Cobbs 
Creek households are headed by residents 
age 65 or older, as compared to 24% citywide 
and 23% of MSA households. In 2000, 45% of 
owner-occupied units (6,409) were headed by 
residents age 65 or older. Their houses can be 
expected to come into the real estate market 
soon. Unless these properties are marketed 
to new owners, the rate of housing vacancy/
abandonment will increase. Households in age 
cohorts appropriate to child rearing, 18 to 24 
years and 25 to 34 years, are more frequently 
renters than homeowners, despite affordable 
housing prices in the study area. 

Industry experts recommend that households 
spend no more than 30% of household income 
for housing.  Forty-six percent of area renters 
pay more than 30% of household income for 
rent, compared to 43% of city and 39% of 
MSA residents.  These households will need 
significant support to become homeowners 
because they will have difficulty saving money 
to purchase a home.

The Haddington/Cobbs Creek housing 
vacancy rate of 14% is slightly higher than 
the citywide vacancy rate of 11%.  Typical of 
inner-city neighborhoods, the housing stock 
is old.  Sixty percent of study area housing 

units were built in 1939 or earlier and 20% 
were built between 1940 and 1949.  In April 
2004,  Haddington/Cobbs Creek  contained 
648 vacant land parcels, with the highest 
concentrations in Haddington.

Forty-two percent (9,275) of study area 
households had 1999 income less than $20,000, 
as compared to 35% citywide and 20% for the 
MSA. The greatest disparities between area 
and city income levels occur in households 
headed by householders age 25 to 34 years—
householders of an appropriate age to be in 
the work force, raising young children and 
interested in buying a home.  

The high percentage of homeowners who 
are 65 years and older, large number of 
vacant lots and buildings and pervasiveness 
of deferred maintenance in both renter and 
owner occupied housing units signal the 
critical need for immediate, large scale market 
interventions. Based on the The Reinvestment 
Fund’s (TRF) 2003 real estate market analysis, 
the most obvious private market failure is in 
Haddington, which has both reclamation and 
distressed areas.13  However, the overall Cobbs 
Creek market is much softer than it appears 
from external observation.

Recent decreases in home loan interest rates 
have created the opportunity for increased 
land speculation in the Haddington/Cobbs 
Creek community.  This trend is making 
it more difficult for affordable housing 
developers to acquire and rehabilitate vacant 
properties. Traditional brakes on housing 
and land speculation are not adequate to 
impede scattered acquisition and holding of 
neighborhood properties, and new tools will 
have to be developed in order to support 
improvement in real estate conditions and 

Affordable Housing and 
Housing Counseling

 Haddington/Cobbs Creek’s housing 
vacancy rate is 14%.

 Most younger families are renters 
paying more than 30% of their 
household income for rent.

 45% of owner-occupied homes are 
owned by senior citizens.
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values while assisting current residents so that 
they will not be displaced. 

Resident Perceptions
Less than half of respondents to the Haddington/
Cobbs Creek Visioning Project Neighborhood 
Survey were homeowners, but more than 
two-thirds would like to purchase a home and 
are willing to participate in a program that 
would help them become homeowners.  More 
than half of respondents believe single-family 
homes are the type of housing that should be 
developed in the neighborhood. Participants 
in planning charettes expressed concern about 
the growing number of vacant properties and 
vacant lots in the community.

Community Assets Related to 
Affordable Housing and
Housing Counseling
A number of local organizations have the skills 
and experience to develop housing and provide 
housing counseling services to individuals 
and families. The community also has a lot of 
people with basic construction skills but who 
lack the capital, insurance and other business 
requirements in order to participate fully in the 
current and anticipated building boom in the 
community and throughout the Philadelphia 
region.

Local Capacity for Housing Development, 
Property Management and Housing 
Counseling – The Haddington/Cobbs Creek 
community is served by several public, private 
and community-based institutions that respond 
to the neighborhood’s affordable housing and 
housing counseling needs. 

AchieveAbility has developed over 185 
supportive service enriched affordable 
housing units and continues to provide 

property management, comprehensive social 
services, housing counseling and individual 
development accounts programs geared 
toward homeownership. Its housing counselor 
is the board president of the Homeownership 
Counseling Association of the Delaware Valley. 
Its real estate company, HomeComing Realty 
LLC, has particular expertise in assisting first 
time homebuyers as well as seniors transitioning 
to alternative housing arrangements. 

Philadelphia Neighborhood Housing Services 
(PNHS) offers a full range of rehabilitation and 
loan services, community improvements and 
technical assistance. PNHS was incorporated in 
1975 with the vision of making homeownership 
affordable for under-served and distressed 
communities.

The Partnership CDC has developed or co-
developed 339 units of affordable housing 
in West Philadelphia for both rental and 
homeownership. It also provides financial 
literacy training centered around personal 
finance, budgeting, credit, mortgage products 
and home maintenance through its homebuyers 
club. Despite changes in private market 
momentum, several lenders have demonstrated 
their willingness to provide loans to low and 
moderate income first time homebuyers who 
have completed homebuyer training and 
preparation. The Partnership CDC, which 
operates one of the most successful homebuyer 
clubs in the city, has been successful in helping 
the more than 5,000 families they have served 
over 10 years in obtaining $75 million in 
mortgage loans from a variety of lenders. 

Neighborhood Restorations is a for-profit 
housing developer that has developed 
thousands of units in the community, with a 
number of these units co-developed with The 

Before (top) and after (bottom) photos of housing 
development in Haddington/Cobbs Creek.
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Partnership CDC. Among its projects is the 
Holmes School senior housing.

Local Contractors – In addition to the above-
mentioned organizations, Haddington/Cobbs 
Creek is home to a number of small contractors 
who, with the assistance of extra capital and 
business capacity building, will be able to 
contribute to housing development efforts.   
With their increased capacity, these local 
contractors will be able to avail of business 
opportunities brought about by improved 
market conditions and by the city’s efforts to 
funnel more business to qualified minority 
-owned businesses. 

Neighborhood Transformation Initiative 
(NTI) – NTI was launched in 2001 with the goal 
of marshaling public resources and leveraging 
private investment to counter the history 
of decline in Philadelphia and revitalize its 
neighborhoods. NTI’s framework goals include 
community-based planning; elimination 
of blight caused by dangerous buildings; 
utilization of vacant lots to improve the 
appearance of Philadelphia streetscapes; blight 
prevention to advance neighborhood quality 
of life; redevelopment through land assembly; 
housing investment and neighborhood 
preservation to stimulate and attract investment 
and leveraging of resources. 

Haddington and the contiguous neighborhoods 
of Overbrook and Carroll Park constitute one 
of NTI’s 26 neighborhood planning areas 
and is characterized as a  reclamation/
distressed market, the lowest types of housing 
market. Services that will be beneficial to 
the area include housing rehabilitation and 
stabilization, housing preservation and 
homeownership assistance programs and 
commercial revitalization. 

Philadelphia Housing Trust Fund (PHTF) 
– The PHTF is a proposed new resource which 
is in the introductory stage of being launched 
by the City of Philadelphia. It will provide 
additional tools to assist communities such 
as Haddington/Cobbs Creek. The PHTF is a 
dedicated funding source set aside to serve 
the needs of income-qualified households; 
increase accessibility and visitability; create and 
preserve affordable rental and sales housing; 
build houses, fix up vacant buildings and repair 
owner-occupied homes; provide emergency 
assistance for rent, security deposits and utility 
bills; complement the goals of NTI by building 
on vacant land cleared for redevelopment, 
supporting mixed-income communities and 
strengthening property values; and leverage 
additional private and public housing finance 
sources. Each year, the PHTF expects to raise 
up to $15 million, build or rehabilitate 275 
homes, assist more than 900 homeowners per 
year with home repairs and help 1,000 families 
avoid homelessness.

Strategies for Affordable Housing and 
Housing Counseling
To make Haddington/Cobbs Creek a 
neighborhood of choice, the community 
proposed the implementation of seven 
initiatives presented below and identified as 
AH&HC1 through AH&HC7. The cost for 
each initiative appears in the final section, 
Timeline and Costs for Achieving the Vision 
of Haddington/Cobbs Creek 2010.

AH&HC1. Housing Counseling Services 
Provide housing counseling services, which 
include default and delinquency counseling, 
credit and debt education and remediation, 
pre-purchase education and savings support, 
post-purchase counseling and support to 
prevent foreclosures, access to settlement grant 

Mercy Hospital of Philadelphia provides space for 
housing counseling workshops conducted by The 
Partnership CDC and AchieveAbility.
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redeve lopment  zones ,  espec ia l ly  in 
Haddington, in order to catalyze development 
in and marketing of the community as a 
neighborhood of choice.   Develop housing in 
such redevelopment zones and elsewhere as 
needed. Market these urban redevelopment 
zones as mixed-income communities. Attract 
young professionals and fresh graduates from 
the region’s colleges as well as the children 
and grandchildren of current residents who 
have gone on to college elsewhere. Ensure the 
development of appropriate amenities.

AH&HC6. Vacant Land Treatment and 
Assembly of Sites for Development Negotiate 
commitment of NTI funds to provide interim 
treatment of vacant, untended lots and 
assemble parcels for larger scale urban 
redevelopment zone.

AH&HC7. Local Access to the Philadelphia 
Housing Trust Fund Participate in the 
development and promotion of Philadelphia 
Housing Trust Fund and negotiate commitment 
of funding to Haddington/Cobbs Creek.

and reverse equity programs, tenants’ rights, 
utility assistance, home repair and maintenance, 
estate/property transfer planning, and 
acquisition of vacant properties.

AH&HC2. Local Housing Fair Conduct an 
annual housing fair to educate residents, 
including current homeowners, renters and 
landlords, about available home purchase, repair 
and legal management resources, including 
preparation for transfer of property.

AH&HC3. Home Repair Program Implement 
a subsidized home repair program, utilizing 
prequalified contractors, for older and low 
income homeowners. 

AH&HC4. Housing and Community 
Development by Faith-Based Organizations 
Encourage and increase the capacity of 
faith-based organizations to participate in 
housing development and neighborhood 
revitalization.

AH&HC5. Large Scale Urban Redevelopment 
Zones Create selective, larger scale urban 

Houses awaiting rehab in Haddington/Cobbs Creek. Teaching residents basic home repair skills. A happy housing counseling client at settlement.
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”R e c o l l e c t i o n s  a n d  R e fl e c t i o n s

I take such great pride in the history of the Haddington/Cobbs Creek community that I am willing to do whatever is needed to 
stem its decline and help it have a better today and a brighter future. It was my choice to move to this community, and every 
day I reaffirm my choice to continue to live here. I moved to Cobbs Creek soon after I was married in 1955. I was born in North 
Philadelphia, but I was attracted by the high percentage of black homeowners and by the active and organized community groups in 
West Philadelphia. When my children were big enough, in the 1970s, I joined the Cobbs Creek Neighborhood Advisory Committee, 

along with Grace Lindsay. 

In the late 1970s, I had the opportunity to buy a home in and move to Haddington. I was very proud when shortly after, the Haddington 
Progress Plaza shopping mall was opened by Reverend Leon Sullivan, who was my paster at Zion Baptist Church and who officiated at my 
wedding before I moved to West Philadelphia. Aware of the importance of community action, I became a block captain.  It was exciting for 
me also to get to participate in the Haddington Leadership Organization (HLO). HLO was started in 1956 and started getting effective in 
community organizing in 1958.  Haddington began a trend of active citizen participation with the development of HLO. Community residents, 
from all backgrounds, actively participated in it. To my recollection, our city’s leading politicians today, such as Chaka Fattah, Michael Nutter 
and Vincent Hughes, got their start at HLO. Through HLO’s efforts, Haddington experienced a resurgence of government investment in 
the 1980s through the construction of Shepard Recreation Center, Daroff Elementary School and the now former building for Haddington 
Multi-Services for Older Adults.

After I retired from the federal government in 1989, I started volunteering at the Huey School, where I got to experience the importance 
of a united and organized community in order to get things done. The city had decided to replace the traffic lights in the community with 
stop signs. The residents did not want this because it would put the lives of our children at peril as they walked to and from school. However, 
many in the community chose not to get involved, and so it came to pass.

What do we need to strengthen the community today and so that the things that are harmful to our community do not happen? All of us 
need to get together, agree to disagree, come to a consensus on the things that matter, and act. There are many divides in the community 
– between the young and the old, between the homeowners and the renters in public housing and Section 8 units, between those who still 
care about the community and those who have given up and lost their dreams.

We need to build bridges across these divides. We need to get together and act. Haddington/Cobbs Creek should live and achieve the vision. 
I am certain that we will make it happen.

Ruth Bazemore, senior citizen
Block captain, community activist, chairperson of the Haddington Steering Committee
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Eight major initiatives were developed to 
continue to foster the unity of purpose that 
was energized through the Haddington/Cobbs 
Creek planning process. These initiatives are 
based on consideration of the major trends, 
resident perceptions and community assets 
discussed below.

Major Trends That Impact the Community
Demographic change, technology and 
community involvement are major elements 
that impact neighborhood building in 
Haddington/Cobbs Creek.

Philadelphia’s population has declined steadily 
over the last 20 years. Haddington/Cobbs 
Creek’s  population declined by 5% between 
1990 and 2000, a loss slightly above the citywide 
population loss of 4%. At the same time, the 
MSA population increased by 5%. Concurrent 
with this change, the city’s population has 
a higher concentration of low-income and 
elderly residents and racial minorities. Recent 
residential trends, however, favor communities 
that are accessible to the wealth of cultural, 
transportation and economic assets offered 
by cities. As such, more and more singles and 
empty nesters are finding desirable the quality 
housing stock and walkable communities 
offered by urban neighborhoods. 

Technology is a major tool that connects 
people and communities and is essential in the 
workplace. Nationally, the proportion of U.S. 
households with computers has reached almost 
61.8% in 2003; 54.1% of these households with 
computers also have Internet connections, with 
19.9% having high-speed Internet or broadband 
connections. However, for households with 
incomes between $15,000 and $25,000, only 38% 

are Internet users and only 9% have broadband 
access. Those earning less than $15,000 have 
even lower rates.14 

A survey conducted in October 2004 by the 
School District of Philadelphia showed the 
percentage of home computer ownership 
ranged for different schools ranged from as 
low as 27% to as high as 95% and home Internet 
access, with a strong inverse correlation 
between school poverty levels and percentage 
of home computer ownership and home 
Internet access.15 Haddington/Cobbs Creek is 
a low income community where the levels of 
computer ownership and Internet access are 
lower than in the rest of Philadelphia and its 
metropolitan area. 

Haddington/Cobbs Creek has a strong history 
of neighborhood activism. For instance,  
the now defunct Haddington Leadership 
Organization, which was established in 
the 1950s, was among the first community 
action organizations in the city. However, the 
level of neighborhood activism has declined 
tremendously. Neighborhood leaders estimate 
that only 10% of blocks have block captains. 
A significant number of block captains are 
senior citizens. Younger adults are too busy 
juggling multiple jobs and raising families. 
The Haddington/Cobbs Creek Visioning 
Project, however, was able to involve over 
700 residents, including younger adults. This 
momentum must be built upon. 

Resident Perceptions
In the Haddington/Cobbs Creek Neighborhood 
Survey, crime and drugs (18%), lack of a 
community center (17%), poor schools  (14%) 
and lack of access to technology (14%) were 
the top community problems as identified by 
respondents. While the community has assets 

Neighborhood Building

 An estimated 90% of blocks in 
Haddington/Cobbs Creek have 
block captains, but the blocks are not 
perceived to be active enough.

 Almost 0% of Haddington/Cobbs 
Creek merchants have websites.

 51% of Haddington/Cobbs Creek 
households have 2000 incomes below 
$25,000. For this income group, 
nationally, only 38% have Internet 
access and only 9.3% have broadband 
(cable or DSL) Internet access. 
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that could be built upon in order to address 
these problems, additional resources are 
needed in order to build social capital through 
community organizations and gathering places 
such as a community center, help residents to 
be well-educated and technologically savvy, 
and make the community safer. Younger 
adults and the youth need to be more engaged 
in community service and to learn about 
and participate in advocacy on behalf of the 
community.

Community Assets Related to 
Neighborhood Building
Existing Community Associations – Block 
clubs are the traditional units of organization 
in Haddington/Cobbs Creek community. 
Both neighborhoods have large and dynamic 
organizations of block clubs that organize 
community events, facilitate communication 
of important neighborhood information, and 
provide access to neighborhood, family and 
youth support programs. Among these are 
the Block Captains Coalition of Haddington, 
the Cobbs Creek Neighborhood Advisory 
Committee and the West Philadelphia 
Concerned Block Captains. The Haddington 
Leadership Organization, while now defunct, 
had a long and rich history of organizing in 
the neighborhood and of developing leaders, 
among whom are some of Philadelphia’s 
prominent politicians today. Philadelphia 
More Beautiful reports that 90% of blocks have 
block captains. However, the blocks need to be 
more active. The Haddington/Cobbs Creek 
Community Development Corporation is an 
existing 501(c)(3) organization that is in need 
of revitalization.

Technology – Technology is among the 
tools needed for neighborhood building in 
Haddington/Cobbs Creek. New initiatives 

can build on AchieveAbility’s programs 
that include the provision of technology 
training and access (currently serving just 
its self-sufficiency program clients) through 
its computer center. AchieveAbility has 
also developed a wireless neighborhood 
computer network in Haddington. Its Von 
Louhr building in Cobbs Creek has all of its 
25 apartment units with broadband access and 
could be a major access point for expanding the 
wireless neighborhood computer network into 
Cobbs Creek. In addition to AchieveAbility’s 
programs, technology access and training 
are also provided (albeit with limited hours) 
at several other sites, such as at Turning the 
Tide (61st Street and Osage Avenue) at Taylor 
Tabernacle Church, other churches and area 
libraries.

Strategies for Neighborhood Building
To empower the community to advocate and 
administer the execution of the Haddington/
Cobbs Creek 2010 strategic plan in a way that 
fosters collaboration and communication and 
gets results, the community proposed the 
implementation of eight innovative strategies 
presented below and identified as NB1 through 
NB8.  The cost for each appears in the section 
entitled, Timeline and Costs for Achieving the 
Vision of Haddington/Cobbs Creek 2010. 

NB1. Haddington/Cobbs Creek Community 
Development Corporation (HCCCDC). 
A major breakthrough that resulted from 
the process was the decision by all the plan 
sponsors and the planning group to carry out 
implementation through HCCCDC. HCCCDC 
will be reinvigorated and reconstituted so that 
it can strategically and efficiently facilitate 
implementation of the Haddington/Cobbs 
Creek 2010 plan. It will fill the need, as 
concluded through the Haddington Cobbs 

Haddington/Cobbs Creek Community Development 
Corporation gets set for reorganization in order to 
facilitate implementation of the Haddington/Cobbs 
Creek 2010 strategic plan.
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We want Haddington/Cobbs Creek to have a 
computer and Internet access in every home and the 
ability by every resident, merchant and organization 
to utilize technology appropriately, cost-effectively  
and fully.

Creek Visioning Project, for an organization 
that provides a venue for ongoing cooperation 
between the Haddington and Cobbs Creek 
communities, builds an advocacy mechanism 
based on block organization and fosters 
strategic plan implementation. 

The Haddington/Cobbs Creek Planning 
Committee recommended that the Haddington/
Cobbs Creek 2010 plan’s programs, goals and 
objectives be integrated with the previously 
organized HCCCDC. Several Haddington/
Cobbs Creek Visioning Project participants 
are already members of the HCCCDC Board 
of Directors. The expanded HCCCDC will 
develop an outreach and organizing strategy to 
assure ongoing resident oversight of strategic 
plan implementation. This organizational 
approach avoids the cost and time associated 
with the development of a new tax-exempt 
organization, supports immediate program 
implementation and maximizes efficient 
utilization of community resources. HCCCDC’s 
reconstituted board of directors will include 
Haddington representatives, Cobbs Creek 
representatives, at-large directors who bring 
additional talents and resources and the 
chairpersons of the Haddington/Cobbs 
Creek Visioning Project’s subcommittees on 
children and families, economic development, 
affordable housing and housing counseling, 
neighborhood building and an additional 
director for arts and culture.

NB2.  Haddington/Cobbs Creek Signature 
Event Create and implement an annual 
community signature event to build community 
spirit and assist in community marketing. 
Build relationships with the local arts, culture 
and entertainment community to design 
and organize a signature community event. 
Coordinate public service support including 

police, streets and transportation. Solicit 
local arts, culture, entertainment and other 
institutions to participate in and provide 
venues for events.

NB3. Haddington/Cobbs Creek Community 
Marketing Program Develop and implement 
the Haddington/Cobbs Creek Community 
Marketing Program, which will promote the 
area as a tourism destination and encourage 
singles and younger families to purchase 
homes in the community that are currently 
occupied by older residents as these properties 
come into the market.   

NB4. Haddington/Cobbs Creek Leadership 
Development Program Create a new leadership 
institute or partner with an existing leadership 
training program. Give special emphasis on 
identifying and supporting adolescent and 
young adult leaders.

Community participation in the Haddington/
Cobbs Crekk Visioning Project has empowered 
dozens of community residents to play 
leadership roles for the first time, encouraged 
other residents to contribute existing 
leadership skills to their community of 
residence and fostered new intercommunity 
and intergenerational working relationships. 
The project has developed a cadre of residents 
who have learned to work together with respect 
for each other, adhere to timelines and achieve 
long-term goals by following a logical process 
of incremental/short-term goal achievement. 

Topics to be covered by leadership training 
should include self-awareness; analytical, 
advocacy and communication skills; team 
building skills; diversity and multicultural 
competency; organizational development and 
management; economics and social sciences; 
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organizing skills; information gathering and 
analysis including print, electronic and web 
methodologies; partnership development; 
local, regional, national and global perspectives; 
program evaluation and monitoring; and 
community-based communication strategies 
and community-based communication and 
technology skills.  

NB5. Haddington/Cobbs Creek Community 
Center Develop the Haddington/Cobbs Creek 
Community Center that will provide meeting 
space and program space for adult continuing 
education, life skills workshops, college courses 
and information and opportunities for college 
access, financial aid and scholarships and 
will house the Economic Opportunity Center, 
including the employment training center. 
Locate the center in Haddington. 

NB6. Block Organization and Town Watch 
Network Organize the blocks. Help blocks 
become active or become even more active. 
Encourage more block organizations to 
develop Town Watch activities. Block captains 
help orient newcomers to the block and engage 
block residents in Town Watch activities.

NB7. Technology at Home and in the 
Community  Enhance and promote the 
community’s competence in, access to and 
utilization of technology. Publicize locations 
of existing technology and computing centers. 
Develop additional neighborhood computer 
and technology centers, if justified by demand. 
Develop a program to provide free or low cost 
computers to community residents. Provide 
training to maximize the use of new tools.

NB8. Residential and Commercial Wireless 
Internet Access Leverage existing investment 
to make 60th Street a wireless e-commerce 

corridor, in partnership with the Philadelphia 
Commercial Development Corporation 
(PCDC). Expand program to 52nd Street and 
Market Street. Support a Cyber Café.  Building 
on AchieveAbility investment, expand the 
wireless network to all of Haddington/Cobbs 
Creek.

We Build Community As We...

install access points for the wireless network.

find places and times for meaningful discussion.

come back to share with those still on their way up.

advocate more for ourselves and for others.

learn from the past as we gallop into the future.
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I have lived in the Haddington/Cobbs Creek community for almost thirty years, having been born on the 100 Block of North 55th Street 
and eventually purchasing my own home in the 100 block of North 53rd Street.  I love this community and have watched it thrive, 
prosper and in some ways deteriorate.

My adoration for this community is inherited from parents who moved here because of the promises of prosperity and educational 
opportunities in what was one of the few neighborhoods of African-American home ownership.  My parents have long told stories of the 
many attorneys, physicians, and community leaders that were Haddington residents and who lent themselves to both the developing and 
enduring cultural integrity of the area.

As I grew older, I watched as new additions came to the neighborhood, probably the most significant of which was the Salvation Army 
and lot at the corner of 55th and Arch Streets, extending over to Market Street.  When the “Sal” came, so did new opportunities for the 
both the youth and the elderly in the neighborhood.  It is because of the Sal that I learned to roller skate, shoot a jump shot, became a 
Brownie and finally a full-fledged member of the Girl Scouts    of America.  Participating in activities at the Sal also made me aware of my 
civic responsibility and started me on my route to volunteerism, beginning with reading to the elderly and associating myself with the local 
Meals on Wheels program.

It is because I was raised in Haddington that I learned about religious freedom and am able to identify religious oppression.  In the few 
blocks surrounding me, there were Baptists, Catholics, Methodists and Muslims.  Being surrounded by individuals of all beliefs permitted 
me  to learn tolerance and appreciated differences, but more importantly, I learned to recognize the similarities in people, which has 
served me well since.

Watching from the sidelines of Nichols Park on Cherry Street, where I learned to jump rope, and later compete in double-dutch contests, 
I witnessed the evolution of a new political era and saw Philadelphia, a major city, elect its first African-American mayor.  I was also on 
that playground in 1985 when that same mayor authorized the bombing of his own citizens and saw the ramifications of that decision.  I 
would later write my college thesis on the redevelopment of Osage Avenue.

I spent the first Friday of every month traversing the promenade of 52nd Street as that was Tag Day at my Catholic school and there was 
no point in being able to wear “street clothes” if no one was going to see them.  We would visit every vendor, perusing the merchandise and 
carefully doling out our hard-earned allowance dollars in exchange for the true necessities of life, beads for our braids, extra large laces 
for our sneakers, and most importantly, digital stopwatches to emulate the stars of a burgeoning new culture, hip-hop.
As I reminisce about my time in this community, I realize that so much of who I am is because of where I came from.

I am a strong-willed and confident African-American woman because that is who raised me.  Not just in my household, but all around 
the neighborhood.  I’ve had at least twenty-five honorary aunts.  I am multi-lingual, having studied and attained fluency in German and 

“R e c o l l e c t i o n s  a n d  R e fl e c t i o n s
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Russian, because my next-door neighbors, survivors of the Holocaust, sought to teach me about their homelands, culture and traditions 
and encouraged me to study their native tongues in high school and college.  I have educated myself in the traditions of those who have 
inspired me; from my elderly neighbor who told me stories about going to law school in the segregated South, and who challenged me by 
stating that if he could achieve all he did with nothing, then I could do so much more with everything, to the Vietnam War widows who 
taught me that woman can survive anything.  Finally, I am a mentor, because every individual in my community sought to teach me a little 
bit about life, love and commitment and I can do no less for those who come behind me.

Unfortunately, the culture has changed.  My brethren, reared and educated alongside me, have fled the neighborhood.  Many calling me a 
fool for my choice to continue to live here.  However, I cannot abandon that which I do so love.  Of course, I understand the hesitancy to 
stay.  Those same elderly people who inspired me and offered me a different kind of education are afraid to develop relationships with 
new people.  The others have long since moved to closed retirement communities.

The families that remain do not seek communication with one another and seem to believe that every man is in fact an island, thereby 
disrespecting their neighbors and failing to contribute to the community.  Finally, there is a void of educational opportunities and 
individuals, like myself, will be forced to either move one day or subject their children to long commutes, just as their parents did in the 
1960s and 1970s.

The Sal has long since limited its purpose, taking down the rims on the basketball courts, closing the skating rink, and disbanding the Girls 
Scouts Troop.  I watch as kids stand around during the long hot summer with nothing to do but get into trouble.  Just as the sweltering 
heat in Spike Lee’s “Do the Right Thing” led to the eruption of racial tension, the lack of recreational activity and space leads to 
controversy between families without children and those with children. 
    
Given all these changes, I will not move.  Haddington/Cobbs Creek will remain a healthy and vibrant community as long as there are those, 
who like me, remember what it was.  It is my memories, that help others envision the greatness of Haddington/Cobbs Creek and that 
inspires others to make ways for her to achieve even more.

Danyl S. Patterson, Esquire, Ll. M., age 29
Community volunteer and Haddington resident
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5
Goals, Strategies, 

Tactics and Outcome Measures

The overall goal of the Haddington/Cobbs Creek 2010 strategic plan is to achieve the community’s 
vision for itself. The plan’s basic strategy consists of the following elements:

 build on and increase the utilization of the community’s existing assets;
 employ a holistic and integrated approach to addressing the community’s 

various issues;
 organize efforts around the areas of children and families, economic development, 

affordable housing and housing counseling and neighborhood building;
 use a combination of a place-based (improving conditions in the neighborhood)   

and a people-based (helping current residents achieve their human potential) 
approach to development;

 build the capacity of and improve the quality of life of people who are in place 
and attract to the community others who can help improve the community’s 
quality of life;

 increase awareness of and tie community improvement efforts to opportunities 
in the immediate neighborhood, in the city, in the region, in the state, in the 
nation and in the world; and

 use the Haddington/Cobbs Creek Community Development Corporation 
(HCCCDC) to foster plan implementation.

Table 5.1, on page 47, shows the plan’s global measures of neighborhood improvement. These 
are indicators that are not tied to specific projects. The overall effectiveness of the Haddington/
Cobbs Creek 2010 neighborhood strategic plan will be gauged by these global outcome measures, 
which are affected by a combination of the different tactics. Some measures will be tied to 
socioeconomic development, while other measures will be tied to physical development. Some 
measures will relate to changes directly tied to people who have stayed in place, while other 
measures will be tied to general statistics for the area—thus ensuring that progress will not 
hinge on the displacement of current residents and their subsequent replacement by residents 
coming from higher socioeconomic classes. Of course, in the end, the ultimate outcome measure 
is whether the community’s vision for itself was achieved.

Table 5.2, starting on page 48, shows outcome measures for specific projects.

How our results measure up to our vision will 
determine the kind of future we can offer our 
children and our children’s children.
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Table 5.1. Global measures of neighborhood improvement.

Neighborhood Improvement Measures Socioeconomic Indicators Physical Development Indicators

General neighborhood indicators  increase in real per capita income
 increase in educational attainment
 increase in savings/assets
 increase in real per capita income 

relative to those for the city, the region 
and the nation

 increase in median property values
 decrease in housing vacancy rate
 increase in real per capita revenues of 

commercial establishments
 increase in number of commercial 

establishments
 increase in median property values 

relative to those for the city, the region 
and the nation

Indicators for residents who stay  increase in real per capita income
 increase in educational attainment
 increase in savings/assets
 increase in index of well-being
 increase in real per capita income 

relative to those for the city, the region 
and the nation

 for homeowners, increase in property 
values

Tracking of general neighborhood indicators will be done using census data and other data from government agencies, 
quasi-governmental agencies and organizations such as The Reinvestment Fund. 

Tracking of indicators for residents who stay will be done using surveys.
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CHILDREN AND FAMILIES: GOALS, STRATEGIES, TACTICS AND OUTCOME MEASURES

GOALS AND 
LONG-TERM 
OUTCOMES STRATEGIES AND TACTICS

SHORT-TERM 
OUTCOMES

(WITHIN ONE YEAR OF 
START OF PROJECT)

MEDIUM-TERM 
OUTCOMES

(WITHIN FIVE YEARS)

Families have easy access to 
information and resources so 
that they can be healthy and 
thriving.

Parent-children relationships 
are nurtured.

Parents are strong in different 
aspects of their lives.

CF1. Families Count Campaign
CF1.1. Promote and simplify access 
to area programs that support 
families (single parent, two parent 
and grandparent headed households) 
through the development of  a 
comprehensive resource directory 
– accessible via print, web and phone, 
regarding resources for children, youth, 
health, education, employment training 
and crime prevention.

CF1.2. Identify an entity to staff and 
manage the phone and web service.

CF1.3. Establish a connection with 
the Fatherhood Initiative for local 
programming. Assist fathers, including 
adolescent fathers, in their participation 
in family life.

CF1.4. Encourage recognition of and 
support for non-traditional families.

CF1.5.  Wrap services around the child.

CF2. Benefit Banks
Set up Benefit Bank sites at area institu-
tions to assist residents with taxes, public 
benefits and voter registration.

A comprehensive resource 
directory available via print 
(21,000 copies distributed), 
web (2,000 hits per year) 
and hotline (4,000 thousand 
calls per year).

Design of appropriate 
community services is 
completed. 

Partners for services are 
identified.

At least 40 adult and 10 
adolescent fathers are 
assisted in successfully 
participating in family life.

Sites are established that 
will provide information on 
taxes, public benefits and 
voter registration  (5 sites; 
3,900 users per year; 5,850 
uses per year).

•

•

•

•

•

At least 30% of residents 
use these resource 
directories programs at 
least once annually, register 
a high level of satisfaction 
with the services and 
register a high level of 
effectiveness of the services 
(as determined by an 
annual sample survey of 
residents regarding usage 
and satisfaction).

At least 200 adult and 90 
adolescent fathers per year 
are assisted in successfully 
participating in family life.

•

•

Table 5.2. Goals, strategies, tactics and outcome measures for the four focus areas.
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GOALS AND 
LONG-TERM 
OUTCOMES STRATEGIES AND TACTICS

SHORT-TERM 
OUTCOMES

(WITHIN ONE YEAR OF 
START OF PROJECT)

MEDIUM-TERM 
OUTCOMES

(WITHIN FIVE YEARS)

Families have easy access to 
information and resources so 
that they can be healthy and 
thriving.

Parent-children relationships 
are nurtured.

Parents are strong in different 
aspects of their lives.

CF3.  Family Support Center
Develop a Family Support Center to be 
located in new or in existing schools.

Partners and potential sites 
for the development of 
these centers are identified.

• A Family Support Center 
(2,500 family visits per 
year).

•

Preschool children’s growth 
and development are 
enhanced, thus helping them 
to grow up into healthy, 
well-rounded, self-actualized, 
self-sufficient adults.

CF4. Early Childhood Development 
Centers
Establish early childhood development 
centers such as Head Start.

Partners and potential sites 
for the development of 
these centers are identified.

• At least one such center 
serving 70 children is 
up and running and 
is achieving its child 
development and 
organizational goals.

•

Youth and school age 
children’s growth and 
development are enhanced, 
thus helping them to grow up 
into healthy, well-rounded, 
self-actualized, self-sufficient 
adults.

CF5. Haddington/Cobbs Creek 
Biomedical Technology 
Public Charter School
Establish a Haddington/Cobbs Creek 
Biomedical Technology Charter School for 
Kindergarten through 8th grade.

Partners, initial curriculum 
and potential sites for 
the charter school are 
identified.

• If found feasible, charter 
school construction is 
completed.

200 to 350 students are 
enrolled at the biotech 
school 

Biotech school students 
perform above basic levels 
on standardized tests.

Biotech school students will 
marticulate to curriculum-
appropriate high school.

•

•

•

•
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GOALS AND 
LONG-TERM 
OUTCOMES STRATEGIES AND TACTICS

SHORT-TERM 
OUTCOMES

(WITHIN ONE YEAR OF 
START OF PROJECT)

MEDIUM-TERM 
OUTCOMES

(WITHIN FIVE YEARS)

Youth and school age 
children’s growth and 
development are enhanced, 
thus helping them to grow up 
into healthy, well-rounded, 
self-actualized, self-sufficient 
adults.

CF6. Culture Bus
Organize the Culture Bus – field trips.

CF7. Expanded Collaborative Youth 
Programs
Foster the collaboration of various youth 
programs to provide programming in both 
areas and expand services to Cobbs Creek. 

Sources of support for the 
culture bus field trips are 
identified, and trips with 
at least 20 participants are 
done at least quarterly.

Youth-oriented 
programming partners are 
identified.

•

•

Monthly culture bus trips 
with at least 20 participants 
per trip and at least 100 
unduplicated participants 
per year, with at least 50% 
of participants writing 
reports about their trips. 

At least 100 unduplicated 
youth participate in youth-
oriented programming per 
year, with at least 50% of 
participants maintaining at 
least a B average in school. 

•

•

Community residents 
improve their levels of health 
and wellness and decrease 
their risk for diseases, 
especially diabetes, obesity, 
high blood pressure, asthma 
and HIV/AIDS.

CF8. Primary Health Care and Wellness 
Facility in Haddington
Create a wellness center and expanded 
primary health care facility in Haddington.

CF9. Non-Traditional Community Health 
Education Program
Conduct a community health education 
campaign using non-traditional strategies 
and unconventional settings where people 
normally congregate. Topics to include 
healthy eating and urban farming.

Partners are identified and 
design plans are developed 
for the wellness center and 
expanded primary care 
facility in Haddington

At least one community 
health campaign is 
conducted

Partners and potential sites 
for the urban farms are 
identified

•

•

•

Wellness and primary 
health care center is 
constructed and serves 
at least 25 to 30 thousand 
clients per year with 63 
to 75 thousand patient 
visits per year once in full 
operation.

Ongoing health education 
campaign results in 
lowering obesity, diabetes, 
asthma and HIV/AIDS in 
the area by at least 10% for 
each category.

•

•
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GOALS AND 
LONG-TERM 
OUTCOMES STRATEGIES AND TACTICS

SHORT-TERM 
OUTCOMES

(WITHIN ONE YEAR OF 
START OF PROJECT)

MEDIUM-TERM 
OUTCOMES

(WITHIN FIVE YEARS)

Older adults are comfortable 
and thriving in their senior 
years.

CF10. Services for Seniors
Expand the capacity and reach of exist-
ing organizations that provide services to 
senior citizens.

100 caregivers are trained.• 100 caregivers are trained 
each year.

•
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GOALS AND 
LONG-TERM 
OUTCOMES STRATEGIES AND TACTICS

SHORT-TERM 
OUTCOMES

(WITHIN ONE YEAR OF 
START OF PROJECT)

MEDIUM-TERM 
OUTCOMES

(WITHIN FIVE YEARS)

Local businesses of various 
sizes, including those led by 
youth, are supported and 
economic opportunities are 
created and capitalized on.

ED1. Haddington/Cobbs Creek Chamber 
of Commerce
Establish the Haddington/Cobbs Creek 
Chamber of Commerce to support 
neighborhood businesses.

ED2. 60th Street Commercial Corridor
Complete restoration of 60th Street 
Commercial Corridor.

ED3. Haddington/Cobbs Creek 
Small Business Support Center 
Establish the Haddington/Cobbs Creek 
Small Business Support Center to build the 
capacity of new and small businesses.

ED4. Comprehensive Commercial 
Corridors Development Plan
Develop an economic development plan 
for the Market, 52nd and 60th Streets 
commercial corridors.

Outreach to existing 
business organizations 
is conducted. Set up of  
corporation, governing 
body and service/ program 
goals is started. 

An urban renewal area 
to include the 60th Street 
commercial corridor is 
created.

6 mixed-use properties are 
rehabbed and leased.

Potential partners, sites, 
initial programs, plans and 
resources are identified for 
the Haddington/Cobbs 
Creek Small Business 
Support Center.

Economic development 
plans are completed for the 
Market Street, 52nd Street 
and 60th Street commercial 
corridors.

•

•

•

•

•

At least 200 area businesses 
are members of the 
Haddington/Cobbs Creek 
Chamber of Commerce 
and use at least one of its 
services.

60th Street is re-established 
as a vibrant neighborhood 
commercial corridor.

15,000 square feet of retail 
space are developed.

The Haddington/Cobbs 
Creek Small Business 
Support Center facility is 
constructed.  Annually, at 
least 40 business start-ups 
are assisted; at least 40 
businesses are provided 
with technical assistance.

Economic development 
plans for these commercial 
corridors are implemented.

•

•

•

•

•
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT: GOALS, STRATEGIES, TACTICS AND OUTCOME MEASURES

GOALS AND 
LONG-TERM 
OUTCOMES STRATEGIES AND TACTICS

SHORT-TERM 
OUTCOMES

(WITHIN ONE YEAR OF 
START OF PROJECT)

MEDIUM-TERM 
OUTCOMES

(WITHIN FIVE YEARS)

Local businesses of various 
sizes, including those led by 
youth, are supported and 
economic opportunities are 
created and capitalized on.

ED5. Upgrades to the Haddington 
Progress Plaza Shopping Center
Support the enhancement of the 
Haddington Progress Plaza

ED6. Youth Entrepreneurship 
Collaborative  
Organize a youth entrepreneurship 
collaborative to support youth education 
and training in business development, 
finance and economics.

ED7.  Full Service Sit-Down Restaurant
Develop a full-service, sit-down restaurant 
in the community.

Public endorsement and 
support are garnered for 
financial, construction and 
marketing improvements 
of the Haddington Progress 
Plaza.

A full-day planning 
retreat is conducted, with 
participation from existing 
organizations, youth and 
parents, and local, state 
and national sources of 
technical support and 
financing.

Schedule and financing 
requirements for 
collaborative programs are 
developed.

Potential restaurant site(s)/ 
operator(s) are identified. 

Community marketing 
study is completed.

•

•

•

•

•

Haddington Progress Plaza 
management reports at 
least 20% percent increase 
in number of shopping 
visits.

Plaza management reports 
50% reduction in store 
turnover.

The number of youth 
participants increases by 
50%.

A regional entrepreneurial 
mentorship program is 
established.

Financial and other 
resources for collaborative 
participants continue to be 
solicited.

Youth-run businesses are 
promoted. 

Restaurant is developed.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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GOALS AND 
LONG-TERM 
OUTCOMES STRATEGIES AND TACTICS

SHORT-TERM 
OUTCOMES

(WITHIN ONE YEAR OF 
START OF PROJECT)

MEDIUM-TERM 
OUTCOMES

(WITHIN FIVE YEARS)

Area residents are supported 
in learning about, building 
and creating wealth and 
investing in their community.

ED8. Haddington/Cobbs Creek 
Economic Opportunity Center
Establish the Haddington/Cobbs Creek 
Economic Opportunity Center, which 
will provide employment training, job 
placement and career development 
services.

ED9. Community Financial Education 
and Credit Union
Promote and publicize financial literacy 
programs and encourage their use as 
provided by a local credit union and 
financial institutions such as the New 
Life Credit Union.  

Potential partners and sites 
are identified.

Planning funds are 
committed.

Industry specific training 
areas are identified.

Required employability 
skills development and 
social service support 
requirements are identified.

Potential partners, sites, 
initial program plans and 
resources for the credit 
union are identified. 

Availability and scope 
of financial education 
program classes increase by 
20%.

•

•

•

•

•

•

Predevelopment activities 
are completed.

Funds for facility 
development and operating 
support are committed.

250 trainees per year are 
placed in full-time, family 
sustaining jobs with 
benefits.

Each year, at least 300 
residents demonstrate 
increased financial literacy.

•

•

•

•

Area residents are supported 
in learning about, building 
and creating wealth and 
investing in their community.

ED10. Community Investor Circles
Develop the Haddington/Cobbs Creek 
Community Investor Circles, where 
area residents can pool their money 
and participate in the financing of 
community development projects.

Feasibility study of Investor 
Circles is completed.

• f the program is found 
feasible, financial 
regulatory organizational 
requirements are 
completed.

Local investment pool of 
$100,000 is aggregated for 3 
to 4 projects.

•

•
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GOALS AND 
LONG-TERM 
OUTCOMES STRATEGIES AND TACTICS

SHORT-TERM 
OUTCOMES

(WITHIN ONE YEAR OF 
START OF PROJECT)

MEDIUM-TERM 
OUTCOMES

(WITHIN FIVE YEARS)

Current homeowners are 
able to improve or maintain 
the good condition of their  
homes and keep up with 
their mortgages. Current 
renters gain knowledge in and 
access resources to become 
homeowners.

AH&HC1. Housing Counseling Services
Support and expand housing counseling 
services in the community.

AH&HC2. Local Housing Fair
Conduct an annual housing fair to 
educate residents, including current 
homeowners, renters and landlords, about 
available home purchase, repair and 
legal management resources, including 
preparation of the transfer of property.

Completion rate for 
homebuyer training is 
increased by 30%.

50 graduates purchase 
homes in Haddington/
Cobbs Creek.

At least 50 senior to 
younger homeowner sales/
transfers are brokered.

At least 150 residents 
participate in the housing 
fair.

At least 3 providers each 
of  private lending, public 
finance, insurance, utility 
assistance and home repairs 
participate in the housing 
fair. 

•

•

•

•

•

Mortgage foreclosures are 
reduced by 20% each year.

Utility shut-offs are 
reduced by 20% each year.

Tax sheriff sales are 
reduced by 20% each year.

At least 75 senior to 
younger homeowner sales/ 
transfers are brokered each 
year .

At least 250 persons 
participate in the housing 
fair each year.

At least 7 providers each 
of  private lending, public 
finance, insurance, utility 
assistance and home repairs 
participate in the housing 
fair. 

•

•

•

•

•

•
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GOALS AND 
LONG-TERM 
OUTCOMES STRATEGIES AND TACTICS

SHORT-TERM 
OUTCOMES

(WITHIN ONE YEAR OF 
START OF PROJECT)

MEDIUM-TERM 
OUTCOMES

(WITHIN FIVE YEARS)

Current homeowners are 
able to improve or maintain 
the good condition of their  
homes and keep up with 
their mortgages. Current 
renters gain knowledge in and 
access resources to become 
homeowners.

AH&HC3. Home Repair Program
Implement home repair program for 
seniors and low income homeowners.

Public and private 
financing resources for 
senior and low-income 
household home repair 
program are identified.

Financing is facilitated for 
at least 120 home repair 
projects at $2,500 each.

At least 120 home repair 
projects are completed.

At least 10 home 
repair contractors are 
prequalified.

•

•

•

•

Each year, financing is 
facilitated for at least 120 
home repair projects at 
$2,500 each.

At least 120 home repair 
projects are completed each 
year.

•

•

Haddington/Cobbs Creek 
is stabilized and becomes a 
neighborhood of choice.

AH&HC4. Housing and Community 
Development by Faith-Based 
Organizations 
Faith-based organizations utilize their 
resources to participate in housing 
development, community revitalization 
and housing counseling activities.

Interested faith-based 
organizations are identified.   

Funding commitment 
is secured for technical 
assistance, planning and 
organization.

One faith-based 
organization is assisted 
in carrying out these 
community development 
activities.

•

•

•

At least 4 faith-based 
organizations are 
supported in their 
community development 
efforts.

At least 20 housing units 
per year are developed by 
faith-based organizations.

•

•
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GOALS AND 
LONG-TERM 
OUTCOMES STRATEGIES AND TACTICS

SHORT-TERM 
OUTCOMES

(WITHIN ONE YEAR OF 
START OF PROJECT)

MEDIUM-TERM 
OUTCOMES

(WITHIN FIVE YEARS)

Haddington/Cobbs Creek 
is stabilized and becomes a 
neighborhood of choice.

AH&HC5. Large Scale Urban 
Redevelopment Zone
Create selective, larger scale urban 
redevelopment zones, especially in 
Haddington, to be marketed as mixed-
income housing developments.

AH&HC6. Vacant Land Treatment and 
Assembly of Sites for Development
Negotiate commitment of Philadelphia’s 
Neighborhood Transformation 
Initiative (NTI) funds to provide interim 
treatment of vacant, untended lots and 
assemble parcels for larger scale urban 
redevelopment zones.

AH&HC7.  Local Access to the 
Philadelphia Housing Trust Fund
Participate in the development and 
promotion of the Philadelphia Housing 
Trust Fund and negotiate commitment of 
funding to Haddington/Cobbs Creek.

Potential partners, 
sites and resources for 
redevelopment zones are 
identified.

Predevelopment activities 
are completed.

Fund commitment is 
negotiated for acquisition 
and treatment of 50 parcels, 
including vacant land and 
buildings.

The Philadelphia Housing 
Trust Fund is created.

Trust Fund commitment 
is made for Haddington/
Cobbs Creek housing 
infrastructure needs 
including home repair and 
land banking.

•

•

•

•

•

At least 100 housing units 
are developed for different 
income levels.

Housing units are 
successfully marketed to  
mixed-income households.

At least 50 parcels are 
treated per year, including 
vacant land and buildings.

Private real estate 
speculation is controlled 
using fair and appropriate 
mechanisms.

10 to 15 parcels per year are 
placed in land banking.

Home repair programs are 
supported.

•

•

•

•

•

•
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GOALS AND 
LONG-TERM 
OUTCOMES STRATEGIES AND TACTICS

SHORT-TERM 
OUTCOMES

(WITHIN ONE YEAR OF 
START OF PROJECT)

MEDIUM-TERM 
OUTCOMES

(WITHIN FIVE YEARS)

An organized body ensures 
oversight and monitoring 
of the implementation of 
Haddington/Cobbs Creek 
2010 strategic neighborhood 
plan. In the process, 
collaboration and effective 
communication are fostered.

NB1. Haddington/Cobbs Creek 
Community Development Corporation  
(HCCCDC)
Provide technical support and ongoing 
operating support to the Haddington/
Cobbs Creek Community Development 
Corporation (HCCCDC) as it oversees 
and monitors plan implementation and 
leads advocacy efforts on behalf of the 
community.

HCCCDC bylaws are 
revised.

HCCCDC board is 
reconstituted, with 
equitable participation 
across the community.

HCCCDC plan for 
oversight and monitoring is 
completed.

•

•

•

Haddington/Cobbs Creek 
2010’s desired outcomes by 
2010 are achieved.

•

Haddington/Cobbs Creek 
residents and stakeholders 
celebrate their successes, 
honor their heritage and 
embrace cultural diversity.

NB2. Haddington/Cobbs Creek 
Signature Event
Create and implement an annual 
Haddington/Cobbs Creek community 
signature event to build community spirit 
and to assist in community marketing.

Planning committee is 
organized and potential 
partners and funders are 
identified.

Signature event 
is developed and 
implemented.

At least 1,500 persons 
participate at the signature 
event.

•

•

•

At least 5,000 persons 
participate at the 
community signature event 
each year.

•
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GOALS AND 
LONG-TERM 
OUTCOMES STRATEGIES AND TACTICS

SHORT-TERM 
OUTCOMES

(WITHIN ONE YEAR OF 
START OF PROJECT)

MEDIUM-TERM 
OUTCOMES

(WITHIN FIVE YEARS)

Haddington/Cobbs Creek 
is seen as an attractive 
residential neighborhood 
of choice and as a tourist 
destination, and its 
commercial corridors are rated 
as good places for investment 

NB3. Haddington/Cobbs Creek 
Community Marketing Program 
Develop and implement the Haddington/
Cobbs Creek Community Marketing 
Program.

Partners are identified who 
have interest in and ability 
to monitor marketing 
program outcomes, i.e., 
residential and commercial 
real estate brokers, lenders, 
business owners. 

Funding sources are 
identified.

Marketing materials 
and a distribution and 
publication strategy are 
developed.

•

•

•

The number of residential 
sales increases by at least 
20% each year.

Median residential sales 
prices are stabilized in 
years one through two, 
increasing in years three 
through five.

Non-subsidized home 
purchases increase in 
number.

The number and value of 
residential improvement 
construction permits 
increase by 20% each year.

The length of time that for-
sale properties are exposed 
on the market is decreased.

New businesses are opened 
in the community. 

Façade improvements 
are made on commercial 
corridors.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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GOALS AND 
LONG-TERM 
OUTCOMES STRATEGIES AND TACTICS

SHORT-TERM 
OUTCOMES

(WITHIN ONE YEAR OF 
START OF PROJECT)

MEDIUM-TERM 
OUTCOMES

(WITHIN FIVE YEARS)

Residents pursue further 
education and develop life 
skills and leadership skills.

NB4. Haddington/Cobbs Creek 
Leadership Development Program
Develop a leadership development 
program for Haddington/Cobbs Creek, 
either as a new leadership institute or 
in partnership with existing leadership 
programs.

Potential partners,  
program plans and sites are 
identified for the leadership 
development programs.

At least 7 Haddington/
Cobbs Creek residents 
complete leadership 
training.

•

•

At least 15 Haddington/
Cobbs Creek residents per 
year complete leadership 
training.

Resident leaders monitor 
public policy and decision-
making venues, e.g., 
City Council, Board of 
Education, City Planning 
Commission, Licenses and 
Inspections, Zoning Board

Resident leaders advocate 
for community investments 
and policy changes.

Resident leaders provide 
community leadership for 
Haddington/Cobbs Creek 
2010 strategies, e.g., health 
education, Families Count, 
Fatherhood Initiative, etc.

•

•

•

•
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GOALS AND 
LONG-TERM 
OUTCOMES STRATEGIES AND TACTICS

SHORT-TERM 
OUTCOMES

(WITHIN ONE YEAR OF 
START OF PROJECT)

MEDIUM-TERM 
OUTCOMES

(WITHIN FIVE YEARS)

Residents pursue further 
education and develop life 
skills and leadership skills.

NB5.  Haddington/Cobbs Creek 
Community Center
Develop the Haddington/Cobbs Creek 
Community Center, which will provide 
meeting space and program space 
for adult continuing education, life 
skills workshops, college courses, and 
information and opportunities for college 
access, financial aid and scholarships and 
will house the Haddington/Cobbs Creek 
Economic Opportunity Center (see ED8).

Potential partners, program 
plans and sites are 
identified for continuing 
education and life skills 
programs.

• Among residents who have 
lived in the community 
since 2005, at least an 
additional 5%  (relative to 
2000 census) of residents 
age 25 and over have post-
secondary degrees. 

At least 200 residents 
per year develop college 
access plans, including 
application, financial aid 
and scholarship.

At least 150 residents 
per year complete adult 
continuing education 
courses.

At least 150 residents per 
year complete GED.

At least 60 community 
meetings per year are held 
at the community center.

•

•

•

•

•

Haddington/Cobbs Creek is 
a safe neighborhood, and its 
residents have increased levels 
of civic engagement.

NB6. Block Organization and 
Town Watch Network  
Organize the blocks. Block captains help 
orient newcomers to the block and engage 
block residents in Town Watch activities.

The number of organized 
or re-energized blocks, as 
measured by the number of 
block captains participating 
in umbrella organizations, 
is increased by 20%.

• At least 60% of all blocks 
are sufficiently organized 
and/or participating in 
Town Watch activities.

•
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GOALS AND 
LONG-TERM 
OUTCOMES STRATEGIES AND TACTICS

SHORT-TERM 
OUTCOMES

(WITHIN ONE YEAR OF 
START OF PROJECT)

MEDIUM-TERM 
OUTCOMES

(WITHIN FIVE YEARS)

Haddington/Cobbs Creek 
are technologically savvy 
neighborhoods.

NB7. Technology at Home and in the 
Community 
Enhance and promote access to, 
competency in and use of technology via 
better utilization of or development of 
more (if needed) community technology 
centers and the provision of training and 
low cost computers to residents.

NB8. Residential and Commercial 
Wireless Internet Access
Develop and expand the wireless 
community computer network in 
residential areas and along the 52nd Street, 
60th Street and Market Street  commercial 
corridors; develop a Cyber Café.

A directory of locations 
of existing community 
technology centers is 
published, in conjunction 
with the directory of 
community resources (see 
CF1.1).

Needs and assets 
assessment regarding 
expanded number/ 
capacity of community 
technology centers is 
completed.

Partners for provision of 
free or low-cost computers, 
software and Internet 
access are identified.

At least 150 households 
obtain computers for their 
homes and have developed 
basic computer skills.

Wireless Internet access 
is made available and 
maintained along the 60Th 
Street commercial corridor 
and in residential areas.

•

•

•

•

•

Each year, at least an 
additional 150 households 
obtain computers for their 
homes and have developed 
basic computer skills.

Wireless Internet access 
is made available and 
maintained along the 52nd 
Street, 60th Street and 
Market Street commercial 
corridors and in residential 
areas.

•

•
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6
Timeline and Costs for  
Achieving the Vision of 

Haddington/Cobbs Creek 2010

Listed in Table 6.1 on the following pages are the timeline and costs for the strategies and tactics 
for the four focus areas. Subtables of the information are provided for  children and families, 
economic development, affordable housing and housing counseling and neighborhood building. 
The last subtable is a summary.

The strategies and tactics identified in Haddington/
Cobbs Creek’s 2010 neighborhood strategic plan provide 
a guide and a framework for revitalization in the area. 
However, new opportunities that support achievement 
of Haddington/Cobbs Creek’s vision for itself may be 
pursued as they arise. In addition, some of the strategies 
and tactics may not prove feasible or may have cost 
structures that are different from the preliminary 
estimates described in this section.

The rejuvenated Haddington/Cobbs Creek Community 
Development Corporation (HCCCDC)  is the body that 
will oversee plan implementation. Different entities 
in the community will take lead roles for the various 
initiatives described in the plan. The community will 
also seek support from a wide variety of external 
entities, such as local, state and federal government and 
quasi-governmental bodies, corporations, foundations, 
nonprofit organizations, professional associations and 
private developers. 

Haddington/Cobbs Creek is ready to stand up for itself and achieve its vision.
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CHILDREN AND FAMILIES: TIMELINE AND COSTS OF STRATEGIES AND TACTICS

STRATEGIES AND TACTICS YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR 4 YEAR 5 TOTAL

CF1. Families Count Campaign
Organize and implement a family promotion campaign.

CF1.1. Promote and simplify access to area programs 
that support different types of households through the 
development of a comprehensive resource directory 
that includes all services in the area that provide youth, 
health, education, employment training and crime 
prevention services.

$111,000 $75,000 $111,000 $75,000 $45,000 $417,000

CF1.2. Identify service providers for the telephone 
hotline and the searchable website versions of the 
comprehensive resource directory.

11,050 11,050 11,050 11,050 11,050 55,250

CF1.3. Establish a connection with the Fatherhood 
Initiative for local programming. Assist fathers, 
including adolescent fathers, in their participation in 
family life.

50,000 75,000 75,000 75,000 75,000 350,000

CF2. The Benefit Bank
Counselor supported (.5 FTE), Internet- based benefit 
center at 5 locations. Year One at $34,750 each.  Operate 
ongoing at $30,900 each.

173,750 154,500 154,500 154,500 154,500 791,750

CF3.  Family Support Center 
Partner with the School District of Philadelphia to develop 
a comprehensive family support center in a newly 
constructed or existing school(s).  Year One construction 
cost at $1,750,000. Ongoing operating costs at $250,000.

0 0 1,750,000 250,000 250,000 2,250,000

CF4. Early Childhood Development Centers                                                                                
70 children; 4,110 square feet at  $150 per square foot; 
exterior play area at $20,000; parking lot with drop off at 
$20,000; equipment and furnishings at $30,000. Ongoing 
operating cost of $10,000 per child.

0 0 0 686,500 700,000 1,386,500

Table 6.1. Timeline and Costs for the Strategies and Tactics for the Four Focus Areas
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CHILDREN AND FAMILIES: TIMELINE AND COSTS OF STRATEGIES AND TACTICS

STRATEGIES AND TACTICS YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR 4 YEAR 5 TOTAL

CF5. Haddington/Cobbs Creek Biomedical Technology 
Public Charter School  
Planning at $25,000; 15,000 square feet of  program space at 
$150 per square foot; exterior play area at $40,000; parking 
lot with drop off at $30,000, equipment and  furnishings at 
$100,000; soft costs. Ongoing operating at $2,000,000. 

0 25,000 727,500 1,697,550 2,000,000 4,450,050

CF6. Culture Bus
12 trips per year; 60 children per trip;
$15 per child per trip.

10,800 10,800 10,800 10,800 10,800 54,000

CF7. Expanded Collaborative Youth Programs
Expand youth services in the Cobbs Creek community. 90,000 90,000 90,000 90,000 90,000 450,000

CF8. Primary Health Care and 
Wellness Facility in Haddington
Create a wellness center and expanded primary health care 
facility in Haddington.
Ongoing operating to be developed.

0 0 1,800,000 4,200,000 0 6,000,000

CF9. Non-Traditional Community Health 
Education Program
Implement non-traditional community health education 
strategies including: introduction and replication of 
Mayor’s Family Fitness Challenge; conducting health 
education in unconventional settings; and production, 
distribution and preparation of fresh nutritional food and 
meals.

312,750 312,750 312,750 250,000 250,000 1,438,250

CF10. Services for Seniors
Accomplished through the Haddington Multi-Services 
for Older Adults. Provide caregiver education to 100 
caregivers per year.

150,000 150,000 150,000 150,000 150,000 750,000

Children and Families Subtotal $909,350 $904,100 $5,192,600 $7,650,400 $3,736,350 $18,392,800
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT: TIMELINE AND COSTS OF STRATEGIES AND TACTICS

STRATEGIES AND TACTICS                                                                                          YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR 4 YEAR 5 TOTAL

ED1. Haddington/Cobbs Creek Chamber of Commerce
Organize the Haddington/Cobbs Creek Chamber of 
Commerce. 

$177,500 $167,500 $132,500 $132,500 $132,500 $742,500

ED2. 60th Street Commercial Corridor
Complete restoration of 60th Street  Commercial Corridor, 
treat selected blocks, related residential, parking and 
infrastructure.

5,000,000 10,000,000 15,000,000 0 0 30,000,000

ED3. Haddington/Cobbs Creek 
Small Business Support Center
3,000 square feet at $150 per square foot; equipment and 
furnishings at $40,000. Ongoing operating at $250,000.

0 0 490,000 250,000 250,000 990,000

ED4. Comprehensive Commercial Corridors 
Development Plan
Develop an economic development plan for the Market 
Street, 52nd Street and 60th Street commercial corridors. 

150,000 0 0 0 0 150,000

ED5. Upgrades to the Haddington Progress Plaza 
Shopping Center
Upgrade the Haddington Progress Plaza to better meet 
resident shopping needs and enhance community 
marketability.

100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 500,000

ED6.  Youth Entrepreneurship Collaborative
Develop collaboration among youth entrepreneurship 
organizations.

60,000 60,000 60,000 60,000 60,000 300,000

ED7.  Full Service Sit-Down Restaurant
120 seat, full service sit-down restaurant, no equipment; 
4,500 square feet @ $160 per square foot; parking lot at 
$40,000.

0 228,000 532,000 0 0 760,000
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT: TIMELINE AND COSTS OF STRATEGIES AND TACTICS

STRATEGIES AND TACTICS                                                                                          YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR 4 YEAR 5 TOTAL

ED8. Haddington/Cobbs Creek 
Economic Opportunity Center
12,000 square feet @ $150 per sqare foot; equipment and  
furnishings at $30,000. Ongoing operating at  $1,000,000.

0 0 915,000 915,000 1,000,000 2,830,000

ED9. Community Financial Education and Credit Union 
Promote, publicize and expand financial education 
and community-controlled financing and banking 
opportunities in the community.  

60,000 60,000 60,000 60,000 60,000 300,000

ED10. Community Investor Circles 
Legal, accounting, filings. 0 0 0 40,000 10,000 50,000

Economic Development Subtotal $5,547,500 $10,615,500 $17,289,500 $1,557,500 $1,612,500 $36,622,500
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AFFORDABLE HOUSING AND HOUSING COUNSELING: TIMELINE AND COSTS OF STRATEGIES AND TACTICS

STRATEGIES AND TACTICS                                                                                          YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR 4 YEAR 5 TOTAL

AH&HC1. Housing Counseling Services 
Support and expand housing counseling. $200,000 $200,000 $200,000 $200,000 $200,000 $1,000,000

AH&HC2. Local Housing Fair 25,000 25,000 25,000 25,000 25,000 125,000

AH&HC3. Home Repair Program
120 home repairs per year @ $2,500 per unit. 300,000 300,000 300,000 300,000 300,000 300,000

AH&HC4. Housing and Community Development by 
Faith-Based Organizations
Encourage and increase the capacity of faith-based 
organizations in housing development and neighborhood  
revitalization.  Technical assistance and planning for 4 
churches @ $75,000 per church.

75,000 75,000 75,000 75,000 0 300,000

AH&HC5. Large Scale Urban Redevelopment Zones
Develop 20 housing units per year @ $165,000. Sale price 
@ $85,000 per unit. Mortgage proceeds @ 90% of value per 
unit (or $76,500 per unit).

3,300,000 1,770,000 1,770,000 1,770,000 1,770,000 10,380,000

AH&HC6. Vacant Land Treatment and Assembly of 
Sites for Development
Treat 50 parcels per year at $12,000 per parcel.

600,000 600,000 600,000 600,000 600,000 3,000,000

AH&HC7. Local Access to the Philadelphia 
Housing Trust Fund
Negotiate commitment of funding to Haddington/Cobbs 
Creek.

500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 500,000 2,500,000

Affordable Housing Subtotal $5,000,000 $3,470,000 $3,470,000 $3,470,000 $3,395,000 $18,805,000
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NEIGHBORHOOD BUILDING: TIMELINE AND COSTS OF STRATEGIES AND TACTICS

STRATEGIES AND TACTICS                                                                                          YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR 4 YEAR 5 TOTAL

NB1. Haddington Cobbs Creek 
Community Development Corporation
Provide technical and on-going operating support to 
the Haddington Cobbs Creek Community Development 
Corporation. On-going operating 150,000.

$150,000 $150,000 $150,000 $150,000 $150,000 $750,000

NB2. Haddington/Cobbs Creek Signature Event
Create and implement annual community cultural event 
to build community spirit and assist in community 
marketing.

100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 500,000

NB3. Haddington/Cobbs Creek
Community Marketing Program
Develop and implement a Haddington/Cobbs Creek 
Community Marketing Program.

202,000 202,000 202,000 202,000 202,000 1,010,000

NB4. Haddington/Cobbs Creek
Leadership Development Program
Develop or partner with existing leadership development 
organization.

25,000 25,000 25,000 25,000 25,000 125,000

NB5. Haddington/Cobbs Creek Community Center
Develop space of 15,000 square feet @ $135 per square foot. 
Ongoing operating costs budgeted at $1,000,000 pending 
further program development.

0 0 0 300,000 1,725,000 2,025,000

NB6. Block Organization and Town Watch Network
Encourage more block organizations to participate in 
Town Watch activities and organize additional blocks.

10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 50,000
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NEIGHBORHOOD BUILDING: TIMELINE AND COSTS OF STRATEGIES AND TACTICS

STRATEGIES AND TACTICS                                                                                          YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR 4 YEAR 5 TOTAL

NB7. Technology at Home and in the Community
Enhance and promote community technology competency, 
access and utilization.  Publicize locations of existing 
technology and computing centers.

10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 50,000

NB7.1. Community Technology Centers 
Increase number/capacity of community technology 
centers, if justified. Equipment and furnishings at 
$35,000. Ongoing operating cost of $50,000 per year.

0 0 85,000 50,000 50,000 185,000

NB7.2. Technology at Home
Develop a program to provide free or low cost 
computers to community residents. Provide computers 
to 150 households per year @ $300 per household. 
Ongoing operating costs of $15,000 per year.

60,000 60,000 60,000 60,000 60,000 300,000

NB8. Residential and Commercial 
Wireless Internet Access
Expand Haddington wireless access to total community. 
Expand 60th Street e-commerce corridor to 52nd Street and 
other neighborhood commercial corridors.

40,000 60,000 40,000 40,000 40,000 220,000

Neighborhood Building Subtotal $597,000 $617,000 $682,000 $947,000 $2,372,000 $5,215,000
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SUMMARY OF TIMELINE AND COSTS OF STRATEGIES AND TACTICS

AREA OF FOCUS YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR 4 YEAR 5 TOTAL

Children and Families $909,350 $904,100 $5,192,600 $7,650,400 $3,736,350 $18,392,800

Economic Development 5,547,500 10,615,500 17,289,500 1,557,500 1,612,500 36,622,500

Affordable Housing and Housing Counseling 5,000,000 3,470,000 3,470,000 3,470,000 3,395,000 18,805,000

Neighborhood Building 597,000 617,000 682,000 947,000 2,372,000 5,215,000

Total $12,053,850 $15,606,600 $26,634,100 $13,624,900 $11,115,850 $79,035,300
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AchieveAbility is a nonprofit organization that aims to break the cycle of poverty and help low income people 
achieve self-sufficiency through its activities in the areas of social services, education, housing development 
and property management and community development. It was founded in 1981 as Philadelphians 
Concerned About Housing (PCAH) by community and business leaders and homeless women.

AchieveAbility defines self-sufficiency as the state in which a family is able to live emotionally, intellectually and financially stable and productive 
lives with only normative support systems and possesses a positive work ethic, critical thinking skills, a long-term perspective and a long-term 
flexible skill base. Each year, AchieveAbility provides comprehensive and intensive social services and educational supports in tandem with  
quality, affordable housing to 500 persons—children, youth and adults—and will be able to serve more families as it develops more housing. 
Education is the linchpin of AchieveAbility’s approach, which is a recognized model for helping families help themselves. The goal for every 
parent in AchieveAbility’s family self-sufficiency program is to earn a minimum of a two-year post-secondary academic degree or trade school 
diploma, and the goal for every child is to have age and grade appropriate academic and personal skills. AchieveAbility’s copyrighted Self-
Sufficiency Continuum, ensures accountability,  informs and reflects goal setting and goal achievement and guides progress from dependency to 
self-sufficiency. AchieveAbility’s services include: education, employment and career and computer skill assessments, placement and counseling; 
tutoring;  educational financing; leadership development; case management; psychological counseling; drug and alcohol counseling; life skills 
workshops; transportation and child care subsidies; furniture and food assistance; recreational and cultural family activities; youth activities; 
developmental assessments for children; housing development and property management; housing counseling and an individual development 
accounts program. It provides clients with a computer center, computer training and nominal cost computers and Internet access for their 
homes through its wireless community computer network. Its real estate agency, HomeComing Realty LLC, facilitates home sales by seniors 
and home purchases by first time homebuyers, offers jobs for real estate salespersons and provides housing counseling, homeownership fairs 
and a homebuyers’ club to the community. To date, AchieveAbility has developed 185 homes for rent and for sale and manages 146 housing units 
as well as five offices. It is in the early stages of developing commercial real estate and large scale housing projects. 

One of AchieveAbility’s first housing developments, the Von Louhr Apartments, was the first in the nation to combine low income housing tax 
credits with historic tax credits and was awarded the Fannie Mae Maxwell Award of Excellence. Its Haddington housing development was 
recognized with a John J. Gunther Blue Ribbon Best Practices Award by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development. In 2003, 
AchieveAbility received the following awards: Agency Executive Director of the Year (United Way of Southeastern Pennsylvania); Outstanding 
Contributions to Higher Education (Community College of Philadelphia); and the Investing for the Common Good Award for Outstanding 
Service to the Community (Philadelphia Area Coalition for Responsible Investment). Most recently, AchieveAbility was honored as the 2004 
Nonprofit Organization of the Year by the Greater Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce. 

Haddington/Cobbs Creek Visioning Project
Profiles of the Planning Process Sponsors, Consultant and Funder

Haddington/Cobbs Creek 2010: A Plan for Our Future was developed by community residents and stakeholders under the sponsorship of AchieveAbility 
and The Partnership CDC, through the facilitation of Baker & Company, LLC and with funding from the Wachovia Regional Foundation.

AchieveAbility
21 South 61st Street, Philadelphia PA 19139-3018

Tel: 215-748-8750     Fax: 215-748-6969
www.achieve-ability.org
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Founded in November 1992, The Partnership CDC (community development corporation) grew out of the West Philadelphia 
Partnership, an affiliate social service provider. The Partnership CDC is dedicated to addressing the issues of affordable housing, 
job creation and economic development in inner city Philadelphia. More specifically, The Partnership CDC develops affordable 
housing in West Philadelphia for both rental and homeownership; acts as a facilitator to attract and retain businesses in West 
Philadelphia and University City; and works to create new jobs through commercial corridor revitalization and contracting. 
The Partnership CDC has defined its target area as 40th Street to 63rd Street, and Market Street to Baltimore Avenue. Major 
accomplishments include:

Promoting Economic Development:  The Partnership CDC has begun the implementation of The West Philadelphia Economic 
Development Strategy, which outlines the major steps needed to create stronger neighborhoods in West Philadelphia by focusing 

on the revitalization of the major commercial corridors and building the local economy from within. The Strategy prioritizes the redevelopment 
of commercial corridors as economic cornerstones of West Philadelphia. Thus, The CDC is working on a $30 million dollar capital and retail 
development project on the 60th Street Commercial Corridor; as well as a $3 million dollar retail initiative at 40th and Market Streets. The CDC 
has also created the Mercy Special Service District (MSSD) to clean and maintain public spaces centered around the 52nd Street and 60th Street 
commercial corridors.

Creating New Businesses:   In 1996, The Partnership CDC created the ServiceWorks Company, a subsidiary corporation. ServiceWorks provides 
janitorial, painting and special services to businesses, institutions and special service districts throughout the Philadelphia region. ServiceWorks 
has created 100 new jobs and generates over $2.5 million dollars in annual sales revenue. Of the 100 new jobs created, 50% have been filled by 
welfare-to-work participants. 

Providing Affordable Housing:  The Partnership CDC has developed or co-developed 340 units of affordable housing for both rental and 
homeownership. The CDC is also the lead developer on the Sansom Street project, a $10 million dollar, 40-unit, mixed housing project four 
blocks west of the University of Pennsylvania.

Promoting Homeownership in the Inner City:  The Partnership CDC provides homeownership and financial literacy counseling to the public 
in order to enable them to own their own home. The Partnership CDC also operates one of the largest home buyer’s clubs in the City of 
Philadelphia. Clients receive financial literacy centered around personal finance, budgeting, credit, mortgage products and home maintenance.  
Over the past 10 years, The CDC has served over 5,000 families resulting in the issuance of $75,000,000 in mortgages.

Building Successful Community Partnerships:  The Partnership CDC identifies neighborhood human capital as its greatest resource and 
proudly partners with PECO Energy, Mercy Hospital, The West Philadelphia Partnership, and the Walnut Hill, Cobbs Creek and Haddington 
Community Associations to bring resources into the neighborhood. The Partnership CDC has partnered with PECO Energy Company as a 
major corporate partner through the State of Pennsylvania’s Neighborhood Partnership Program.

The Partnership CDC
4020 Market Street

Philadelphia, PA 19104
Tel: 215-662-1612
Fax: 215-662-1703

www.thepartnershipcdc.org
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Baker & Company, LLC is a General Management Consulting Firm, whose primary objective is our client’s success. We view each 
client engagement as a special opportunity to serve and build a new and valued relationship. This perspective drives us to create 
tailored work products that meet each client’s needs with a goal of exceeding their expectations. We build valued relationships with 
our clients by providing consulting services in the following practice areas, often times utilizing an integrated approach: 

Strategic Planning:  Our substantial work in Neighborhood Plan Development includes project conception, securing funding and 
the completion of a number of plans for Philadelphia neighborhoods with varying demographic compositions. 

Business Development:  Our services in this area focuses on the development and execution of strategies to enable business 
growth.  Armed with a definitional understanding of their business, we work with our clients to develop business, strategic and operational 
plans.  To help our clients implement their plans, we utilize the power of strategic communications and an extensive network of relationships 
to help them advocate positions, develop programs, utilize diversity to provide competitive advantage, navigate bureaucracies and/or market 
products and services.  

Community and Public Relations:  We help clients develop and maintain good relations with the communities and publics in which they 
operate via plans that value mutual respect, the power of thought leaders and the value of clear communication. We specialize in the Philadelphia 
region and work through a network of contacts in other urban areas. We provide community and public relations services to clients engaged 
in construction and development projects. We design and implement communications plans for construction efforts that severely disrupt 
communities and the various publics that form the fabric of neighborhoods. We counsel organizations concerned with the development of 
urban communities. Our outreach campaigns help projects to reflect the needs of the community, developers and other entities.

Organizational Development:  We help clients to enhance their performance by addressing specified needs or those determined through a 
formal assessment process. We employ a holistic approach to organizational development. Organizational design, customized training, business 
process analysis and the design/conduct of solution oriented retreats are examples of the services that this practice provides for our clients.    

Marketing:  Customer satisfaction must be central focus of every organization.  We help clients develop and implement marketing plans. We 
provide services in the areas of market research, market potential, segmentation, product design, distribution policies, promotional programs 
and pricing policies. We design innovative programs to meet human service needs. We also provide targeted promotion and motivation services 
that are increasingly sought by our clients that seek to influence urban and/or ethnic markets. 

Resource Development:  We provide resource development services for clients in the non-profit and for-profit sectors.  Services are provided 
on a specified need or on a holistic basis. We have expertise in target and/or prospect identification, proposal preparation, plan development, 
event organization, direct mail, phone programs and database management.  Our holistic approach begins with a client assessment.  This 
approach examines all areas of the organization including programs and external perceptions. The completed assessment forms the basis for the 
development and implementation of a comprehensive plan.

Baker & Company, LLC
728 South Broad Street
Philadelphia PA 19146

Tel: 215-972-5550
Fax: 215-972-8109

www.bakerandcompanyllc.com
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The Wachovia Regional Foundation was established in 1998 to support the revitalization of low-income communities located in New 
Jersey, Delaware, and eastern Pennsylvania.  Since its inception, the Foundation has awarded over $31 million in grants to more than 85 
organizations.

More recently the Foundation reaffirmed its focus on comprehensive economic and community development, specifically targeting neighborhood-
based nonprofit organizations and community leaders.  Through this approach, the Foundation emphasizes neighborhood-based, or place-
based, projects, fulfilling an unmet need in the region.

With these grants, the Foundation hopes to help families overcome barriers to self-sufficiency while working to revitalize the communities in 
which they live.  The Foundation seeks to fund projects that have the power to transform poor urban, suburban or rural communities, which 
might be threatened or unstable, into prosperous, growing neighborhoods.

The Foundation offers two types of grants – Neighborhood Planning Grants and Neighborhood Development Grants.  The Neighborhood 
Planning Grants, ranging from $25,000 to $100,000 for one year, are designed to help low-income communities create neighborhood-based, 
comprehensive development plans.

The Neighborhood Development Grants, ranging from $100,000 to $750,000 and disbursed over three to five years, help nonprofit organizations 
implement programs outlined in their neighborhood development plan.  A Neighborhood Development Grant recipient must have a strategic 
and comprehensive neighborhood plan to be eligible to apply for the Neighborhood Development Grant.

The Neighborhood Planning Grants are awarded once a year to a limited number of selected neighborhood planning projects across the region, 
and the Neighborhood Development Grants are awarded twice a year through a two-stage process.  Projects for both types of grants must address 
all of the following issues:  Children and Families, Affordable Housing and Counseling, Neighborhood Building, Economic Development, 
Employment and Training, Business Development and Transportation

The Foundation seeks to partner with organizations that have strong leadership, capable of developing effective projects that will have a lasting 
impact in their neighborhoods.  In addition, the programs should link neighborhoods with strategic partners, such as other nonprofits, schools, 
local institutions, and government agencies, and include a method to evaluate and measure the outcomes of the efforts.  This approach helps the 
success and sustainability of the project.

123 South Broad Street, 3rd Floor, PA4360
Philadelphia PA 19109

Tel:  215-670-4300
www.wachovia.com/regionalfoundation
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Plan
Children and Families
 CF1. Families Count Campaign
 CF2. Benefit Banks
 CF3. Family Support Center
 CF4. Early Childhood Development Centers
 CF5. Haddington/Cobbs Creek Biomedical Technology 

Public Charter School
 CF6. Culture Bus
 CF7. Expanded Collaborative Youth Programs
 CF8. Primary Health Care and Wellness Facility in 

Haddington
 CF9. Non-Traditional Community Health Education 

Program
 CF10. Services to Seniors

Haddington/Cobbs Creek 2010: A Plan for Our Future
At a Glance

Plan
Economic Development
 ED1. Haddington/Cobbs Creek Chamber of Commerce
 ED2. 60th Street Commercial Corridor
 ED3. Haddington/Cobbs Creek Small Business 
   Support Center
 ED4. Comprehensive Commercial Corridors 
   Development Plan for 52nd Street, 60th Street and 

Market Street
 ED5. Upgrades to the Haddington Progress Plaza 
   Shopping Center
 ED6. Youth Entrepreneurship Collaborative
 ED7. Full Service Sit-Down Restaurant
 ED8. Haddington/Cobbs Creek Economic Opportunity 

Center
 ED9. Community Financial Education and Credit Union
 ED10. Community Investor Circles

Affordable Housing and Housing Counseling
 AH&HC1. Housing Counseling Services
 AH&HC2. Local Housing Fair
 AH&HC3. Home Repair Program
 AH&HC4. Housing and Community Development by 
   Faith-Based Organizations
 AH&HC5. Large Scale Urban Redevelopment Zones
 AH&HC6. Vacant Land Treatment and Assembly of Sites
   for Development
 AH&HC7. Local Access to the Philadelphia Housing Trust Fund

Neighborhood Building
 NB1. Haddington/Cobbs Creek Community Development 

Corporation
 NB2. Haddington/Cobbs Creek Signature Event
 NB3. Haddington/Cobbs Creek Community Marketing 

Program
 NB4. Haddington/Cobbs Creek Leadership Development 

Program
 NB5. Haddington/Cobbs Creek Community Center
 NB6. Block Organization and Town Watch Network
 NB7. Technology at Home and in the Community
 NB8. Residential and Commercial Wireless Internet Access

Vision
Haddington/Cobbs Creek will be a safe, healthy, vibrant, technologically savvy and hopeful community, where: success and our heritage 
are celebrated; cultural diversity is embraced; education is valued; economic opportunities are created and capitalized on; collaboration and 
effective communication are fostered; and everyone—young and old—can reach their potential.
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